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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—A state
airplane is joining trucks in spraying
western Kentucky swan,ips as a
precaution against encephalitis, the
dreaded "sleeping sickness" disease.
The one plane available to the
Agriculture Department was to fly to
both Kentucky Dam Village and
Madisonville today.
Due for spraying Were breeding
grounds in Henderson, Webster,
Hopkins, Muhlenberg, McCracken and
Marshall counties, and possibly Fulton
and Hickman counties in farther
western Kentucky.
The weapon at first will be oil, which
Coburn Gayle, head of the Division of
Pest Control, said is aimed at killing
larvae before they develop into
mosquitos.
After adults emerge, fog spray is
used. Trucks sprayed Monday in Lyon
and Marshall counties.
In Our 97th Year
At least 53 Kentuckians were hit by
encephalitis last year and two died.
Those are confirmed cases. The disease
often is difficult to diagnose.
The St. Louise strain of sleeping
sickness may carry over into the
following year, health authorities said.
"Our goal is to get. out enough
material to prevent the mosquitos from
maturing," Gayle said. "It's the
cheapest way."
Jefferson County, which he said had
the worst trouble in 1975, has made
plans for its own campaign against
encephalitis. The health board recently
approved several tactics.
But Gayle said his division has no
additional capability and simply will
have to monitor the problem more
closely in the counties, depending on
them for preparatory information.
Dr. Carlos Hernande7 director for
the Preventive services in the
Kaths Jackson, right, Calloway County Hi
gh School senior, is presented a
certificate and check for S15 by Mrs. Grace 
Thomas, senior employment coun-
selor of the Manpower Services in May
field, for placing in the top ten in th
e
State Ability Counts Survey Contest, s
ponsored by the Kentucky Committee
on Employment of the Handicapped.
 The survey theme was "A Profile 
of
Achievement How A Handicapped 
Person Approaches Life." Her e
ssay was
written as a part of a writing unit in 
English IV, taught by Mrs. Vernon 
E. Riley.
Miss Jackson is the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Benny Jackson.
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, May 4, 1976
Human Resources Department, said
not much can be done against the
disease "except good surveillance."
He said state health officials have
been issuing information on how to
destroy breeding places for mosquitos.
They also have been asking local
health departments to keep close watch
on cases which might indicate sleeping
sickness, and obtain blood specimens in
suspicious instances.
"All we can do here is provide
laboratory support," Hernandez said.
"The rest depends on local clinics and
doctors and control measures."
He said physicians around the state
have been asked to notify the state





The Calloway County Board of
Education approved preliminary plans
for additions to the cafeteria and
library at Calloway High School at its
regular meeting last night.
Officials said the project could be
ready to advertise for bids in June, but
will not be ready by the opening of
school in the fall.
The school calendar was approved,
calling for the first full day of school on
August 23; with Christmas vacation to
be from Dec. 17 to January 3. Spring
break will be April 10-16, and the last
day of school will be May 25, 1977.
Several other routine items were
approved, and new superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose was elected secretary to the
board. A student-teacher agreement
was approved with Murray State
University, and Richardson-Trevathan
was named to audit the board's
records.
Teacher resignations Included
Mildred Dunn, Larry Paschall, as 
golf
coach only; Rosemary Graham, J
oseph
O'Bryan, Julianne Smith, Wanda
Mitchell and Wayne Rogers.
New Disaster Warning System
Encounters A Few Problems
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP)— The
nation's first radio disaster warning
system has encountered a few hitches,
but should be operating in Kentucky by
next week.
Ted Little, a spokesman for the state
Division of Disaster and Emergency
Services, said Monday that tran-
smitters at Lexington and Covington
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight. Chance of rain
Wednesday. Partly cloudy Thursday.
Lows tonight in the low 50s. Highs
Wednesday in the 70s to low 80s. Winds
southerly to 10 mph. Chance of rain 30
per cent Wednesday.
began operations and that Ashland will
go on the air shortly. Evansville, Ind.,
serving part of western Kentucky, has
been operating for some time.
The Louisville transmitter began
operating Saturday but was closed
down when the National Weather
Service was served with a temporary
court injunction.
Little said the injunction was ob-
tained by Louisville television and
radio station WAVE, because the
station feared the frequency assigned
to the weather transmitter by the
Federal Communications Commission
might interfere with transmission by its
helicopter pilot.
That appeared to have been resolved
Monday, however, when the two
SCHOL AffSHIP RECIPIENTS—Three of t
he faur re< ipients of S7;0 Hutson
Chemic al Corporation Scholarships 
enjos a laugh with Dr. Ben Humphreys,
chairman of the scholarship committee 
of the Murray State University
Alumni Association, following the o
fficial presentation of scholarship cer-
tificates for 1976-77 at a reception prior to 
the alumni banquet on Sat ruday
evening. April 24. They are (from left) Beth
 Ann Burkett of Clinton Route
who will he a senior Rita Alene 
Paschall of Hazel Route 2, who will be a
sophomore; and Randy Lynn Herndon 
of Murray Route ;, a senior at
Calloway County High School who 
will he an incomin&freshman. A fourth
recipient, Debbie Carol Spiceland of 
Dover, Tenn.. Route 2, who will he a
junior, is not shown. All scholarship winne
rs were recognized at the
banquet. rv
frequencies were tested and found
compatible.
Little said there is generally little
chance that the weather broadcasts wil;
interfere with local radio broadcasts.
because the weather frequencies are
"way off the commercial band."
Four other transmitters will be a
little late getting started because the
antennas were lost en route. Little said
the truck carryipg them has been
located and that operation should start
at Mayfield, Bowling Green, Somerset
and Hazard by next Monday.
The system will provide weather
forecasts and specific weather in-
formation keyed to various regions in
the state. When there are disaster
warnings, a special tone will be ac-
tivated on receivers.
U.S. Sen. Walter Huddleston an-
nounced the signing of the agreement
with the National Weather Service
about a month ago, and said he had
sought to have the System in Kentucky
since the April 1974 tornadoes, which
killed 72 persons statewide.
Initially, disaster division officials
expected the primary' purchasers of the
radio receivers to be schools and
businesses where large numbers of
people worked. But as soon as the
system was announced, Little said the
office was flooded with telephone calls
from people wanting to know where
they could purchase a receiver.
He said they vary in degree of
sophistication and in price, starting at
about $10 and going up to MO. There
are models that transmit continually
and others that may be muted but are
activated by the special tone when
dangerous weather approaches the
frequency area.
Kentucky has been assigned three
frequencies, and Little said two
frequencies are on each receiver. He
advised choosing an area of frequency
where a person spends most of his time.
and then a secondary frequency to the
southwest, so he can track weather
movement toward where he lives.
He also advised buying a receiver
with battery power, since a severe
storm often knocks out the electrical
power. He said many models come
equipped with AC power and sup-
plemental batteries.
15' Per Copy
QUILT DRAWING: Janice Wikinson, Recording 
Secretary of the Hazel
Woman's Club, sells the first chance for a quil
t to James Johnson, Executive
Secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce. M
rs. Wilkinson, who is chair-
man for the event, said that the chances are $1.00 each fo
r the Lone-star pat-
tern quilt. The quilt was hand-quilted by some of the
 senior citizens of Hazel.
Mrs. Wilkinson explained that all proceeds will go to
ward the upkeep of the
Hazel Community Center. The drawing will be held M
ay 8 in the Hazel Com-
munity Center during the annual Senior Citizens 
Luncheon. Chances for the
quilt can be purchased from any member of the Haz
el Woman's Club or by
calling 753-0812_
May Fellowship Day will be
celebrated by Church Women United on
Friday, May 7, at 10:00 a. m., at the
Memorial Baptist Church, 906 Main,
Murray. A potluck luncheon will follow
the program. Nursery service will be
provided.
The Murray-Calloway County unit of
Church Women United comprises
women of 23 churches, representing
nire different denominations. The
tradition of worshiping together on the
first Friday in May will be continued in
2000 units across the country, including
Portest ant, Catholic and Orthodox
women. The emphasis is upon creative
healing relations that are possible
among people in every community, a
spokesman said.
In this Bicentennial Year, May
Fellowship Day celebrates "Valiant
Women" in the life of the nation.
Tribute will be paid to the memory of
those who have left their mark in
history, to dedicated women of today,
and to the certainty that there will be
many to follow, Special recognition will
be paid to women 'like Abigail Adams,
Anne Hutchinson and Sojourner Truth,
xhose concept of justice illumined their
lives as they led movements for the
abolition of slavery and equal rights for
all people, the CWU officers said.
The message portion of the service
will be presented by Mrs. Gilbert
Mathis, a member of First Baptist
Church and an instructor in the Home
Economica Department of Murray
State University.
The following will have a part in the
program presentation: Mesdames
Donald Burke, St. Leo's Catholic;
Thomas Wilkins, Memorial Baptist;
William Egnor, First Christian;
William Hart, Goshen Methodist;
Thomas Jones, No. Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian; Charles
Yancey, Kirksey Methodist; Harmon
%Vhitnell, Martin's Chapel Methodist;
Mavis McCamish, So. Pleasant Grove
Methodist; J. W. Jones, Hazel
Methodist; Jenna Carter, Mason's
Chapel Methodist; Alfred Taylor,
Memorial Baptist. Mrs. Taylor is also
May Fellowship Day Chairman for this
1976 observance.
Mrs. W. P. Mullins, Jr., as local
Church Women United president,
emphasizes that all Christian women in
the county are invited to attend.
How Healthy Are
County Residents?
How healthy are Calloway County
residents? Judging by the amount of
time they need to take out because of
illness, are they in better shape than
they were some years ago?
Just how healthy the people in one
section of the country are, on this basis,
compared with people in other areas, is
brought out in annual surveys made by
the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare and by the Health
Insurance Institute.
The index that is used to determine
general health is disability days, which
takes into account the number of days
that people are forced by illness or
injury to stay home from work or from
School, to stay in bed or otherwise to cut
down temporarily on their normal
activities.
According to figures recent])
released, there has been a noticeable
increase in disability days in Calloway
County's regional area in recent years,
as there has been in most other parts of
the country.
Based upon the latest report, the local
population is averaging 18.8 days of
restricted activity per person per year,
including 7.5 days spent in bed. This
compares with 16.9 restricted days, 6.7
of them in bed, 10 years ago.
Elsewhere throughout the nation,
people were on the disability list for an
average of 17.2 days, of which 6.7 were
bed days. chool children took 5.6 ts
Off, on averige, for health reasons.
BecaCtse of wages lost and medical
expenses incurred, the economic loss is
great.
In Calloway County, applying the
average rate of disability in the
regional area locally, it adds up to an
overall lass of 354,000 activity days per
year for the population is a whole.
A considerable amount of it
represents time taken off by workers
because of illness or injury. The
average nationally is 4.9 days per
employed person.
In general, it appears, a family's
state of health is linked with its mode of
life and its economic well-being.
The American Medical Association
finds that the healthiest people in the
country are those with better-than-
average incomes living on farms in the
midwest.
2 Sections — 24 Pages
The Grand Jury for the May term of
Calloway Circuit Court has been
selected and is now considering in-
dictments, according to Frances W.
Shea, Circuit Court Clerk.
Holmes Ellis is foreman of the panel,
and the other members include Clayton
Pritchard, Mrs. Donald Hughes, Art
Lee, Chester McCuiston, Charles
Moffett, J. C. Kemp, Mrs. Opal
Paschall, Eli Alexander, Mrs. John
Dale, Garry Haneline, and Milton
Walston.
The grand Jury will - report back
Thursday morning with its report and





Several charges have been made by
the Calloway County Sheriff's office 
in
connection with an alleged deer
poaching incident over the weekend.
According to warrants issued in the
0 case, Ricky K
ing, Jerry Russell,
Margie King, Ramona Dunn and Ros
s
King have been charged with three
counts of possession of wild game out
 of
season. Bond was set at $300 each in the
case.
Also in connection with the alleged
incident, Jerry Russell has been
charged with three counts of menacing
and two counts of criminal mischief 
in
the second degree, according 
to
warrants in the county judge's office.
For the fourth consecutive year,
Murray Middle School Bands have
taken top honors in their classes at the
Fish Fry Parade, Paris, Tenn.
Class C which both the Middle School
Eighth Grade Band and Seventh Grade
Band were entered was extremely
tough this year, a band spokesman
said.
The Eighth Grade Band captured
first place and the Seventh Grade Band
also made an excellent showing.
Second place in Class C went to
Selmer Junior High from Selmer,
Term., and third place went to Bolivar
Junior High from Bolivar, Tenn.
Class B competition was won by
Northside High School from Jackson,
Tenn., and Class A competition was









Comics, Crossword  . 10
Classifieds  10, 11
Deaths & Funerals 12
Roses Section 12 Pages
BEEPER BAI I —Kelly Prescott, age five, was presented with a "Beeper
Ball," by the Purchase Council, Telephone Pioneers this week_ The elec-
tronic toy is one of several projects by the Telephone Pioneers, and is
especially made for the blind and handir apped. The Telephone Pioneers is
composed of men and women who have served 20 years or more in the
telephone industry throughout the US. and Canada. 'slam, of their projects
include (immunity services and educational activities. From left are Mrs.
Linda Prescott, Kelly's mother Mrs. Celesta Wilson, president of the Pur-
chase Council, Telephone Pioneers; Kelly; and Tom Brewer, local manager
of South Central Bell
Stan Photo hr Dosed Hil
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Tuesday, May 4
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7:30 p.m, in the band
room of the high school. Films
of the band will be shown.
Student body of Carter
School will present a musical
program, "A Birthday Party
for America," at the Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at seven
p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
University School students
will present the annual spring
music program, "Woodstock




Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven
p.m.
Mission organizations of
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the church.
Acteens, Baptist Women,
and Baptist Young Women of
Cherry Corner Church will
meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Ladies day golf will be at
9730 a.m. at the Murray
County Club with Margaret
Shuffett as chairman.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.
with Peggy Noel as chairman,
golf will be at nine a.m. with
Mary Bogard as chairman,
and luncheon at noon with
Betty Shepard and Vicki
Nance as chairmen, all at the
Oaks Country Club.
Thursday, Maya
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house to begin
the garden tour at one p.m.
Women of the Moose are
scheduled to meet at eight
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
seven p.m. at the Public
Library.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. tathree p.m. for
senior citizens. Yarn flowers
will be made for the fall
bazaar.



























f ITU 01 "05(10 NOT 1110OGN
Starts Fri.
4 "
The early spring wedding of
Miss Susan Williams and
Larry Phillips was solemnized
at the home of the bride's
mother, Mrs. Roszella
Williams, Route 5, Lynnwood
Estates.
The ceremony was per-
formed by Larry Carter,
friend of the bride and groom
before a small assembly of
friends and family.
The couple's only attendants
were Norita Cassity and Bill
Halford. The wedding party
a sembled before two seven
branch candelabra entwined
with ivy and white and yellow
spring flowers.
The bride was lovely in a
white gown of polyester satin
with an empire waist, scooped
neck and long, cuffed sleeves.
The waistline, neckline and
cuffs were covered with lace
and seed pearls. Her tiered
veil was attached to a head-
piece of an organza mum with
small flowers on streamers
falling in back and at the side
of her face.
She carried a nosegay
bouquet of white and yellow
mum daisies with blue baby's
breath and white satin
streamers. The dress was
designed by the bride and
made by her mother.
- Miss Cassity, the maid' of
honor, wore a blue polyester
dress made like that of the
bride with matching blue and
white lace trim at the empire
waist. She carried a single
yellow rose surrounded by
blue baby's breath with a blue
satin streamer.
The mother of the bride
wore a pink belted floor length
dress. She wore a corsage of
white carnations.
Miss Jennifer Williams,
sister of the bride, kept the
guest register. She wore a
natural color muslin dress
with matching lace trim. She
was presented a corsage of
pink carnations.
Reception
After the wedding a
reception was held in the den
for the attending family and
friends.
The serving table was
covered with a blue cloth
overlaid with lace. A cen-
terpiece of yellow and white
spring flowers in a silver bowl
was flanked on each side by
blue candles in silver candle
holders.
Mrs. Bobbie Lane, cousin of
the bride, served the beautiful
three tiered cake which she
had decorated. The cake was
made by Mrs_ Harold
Houston, aunt of the bride,
who was in charge of the
reception. They were
presented with white car-
nation corsages. Miss Jennifer
Williams served the yellow
punch.
After the reception the
couple left with the bride
wearing mint green slacks
and a printed blouse and her
mother's corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips are
residing in Murray. The
groom is employed at Fisher-




The bride was honored with
three prenuptial showers. The
first was at the home of the
maid of honor, Miss Norita
Cassity. It was also hosted by
Miss Janet Byerly and
Miss Brenda Outland.
Approximately twenty five
classmates attended or sent
gifts.
The second was given by
Mrs. Harold Houston. Mrs.
Artie Haneline. Mrs. Leroy
Eldridge and Mrs. Shelton
Bowen. Approximately forty
friends or family members
attended or sent gifts. Mrs.
Houston and Mrs. Haneline
presented her with a beautiful
cross stitched bedspread
made by Mrs. Houston.
The third was given by Mrs.
Robert Hendon, Mrs. Hamp
Brooks, Mrs, Cliff Cochran,
Mrs. Vernon Anderson and
Mrs. Wayne Williams in the
educational annex of the
University Church of Christ.
Approximately forty people
attended or sent gifts. The
hostesses' gift was a large
electric skillet.
The Blood River Association
Baptist Young Women held
their quarterly meeting on
Thursday, April 22, at Spring
Creek Baptist Church.
During the business session
a report was given on last
quarter's mission action
project of providing a case of
disposable diapers and tod-
dler-size clothing for an
International couple's twin
babies.
This quarter the B.Y.W 's
voted to send a child from the
Spring Meadows Children's
Home to camp for a week this
summer.
The special speaker was
Mrs. Connie White who
presented the program in
"You are the Sunshine of
Your Home." She listed nai ay
important and inter-as-I.:1g
points on how much WOriien
affect the families' well-being.
A Is Wonderful!
Serve Ham a la King over
toasted English muffins, hot
Iiiscuits, corn bread or baked
sweet potatoes: or serve It
pasts:), shells or potato bac
kets. .5tir cubes of ham and
water chestnuts into a sweet
sour sauce and serve over
— 'thou- mein fMtlft1111C or rirr
She's Flipped Over
Neighbor's Blinks
DEAR ABBY: My husband is having an affair with a
widow wbo lives right across the street. When he passes her
house, he blinks his-lights and she flips her vanetian
They signal back and forth, and then he makes up excuses
to get out of the house to meet her.
He says they are only good friends, but I know that she is
man-hungry and not at all fussy who she goes with. I also
know that she likes my husband. How should I put a stop to
this?
DEAR JEALOUS: You can't atop a man from blinking
his lights or a woman from flipping her venetian blinds If
you think he is "blinking" for her and she is "flipping" for
him, get them both together and have a truth-or-conse-
quence session.
DEAR ABBY: My prolalem is my in-laws: When I
married their son (three years ago) I had a beautiful.
2-year-old daughter who had been born out of wedlock
Debbie never saw her "real" father, so tate only relatives she
has are mine.
My in-laws let me know from the beginning that they
would never accept Debbie as their grandchild. (Tkeyr even
asked her to call them "Mr. and Mrs. Brown"!)
This never bothered me much until I gave lairata*
Johnny, who is nearly 2 now.
Last Christmas my in-laws showered Johnny with
expensive gifts signed, "With love from Grandma and
Grandpa." Little Debbie got a cheap toy with a card, "From
the Browns."
Abby, don't; yon think it's utterly ridiculous for one of my
children to call my in-laws "Grandma and Grandpa," and
the other "Mr. and Mrs. Brown"?
This situation is tearing me apart. What do you advise?
HURT IN BATON ROUGE
DEAR HURT: Where is your husband while all this is
going on? If he puts up with it, shame on him. You have
every right to avoid your in-laws and prevent them from
seeing Johnny until they can treat both children equally.
They are wrong, wrong, wrong!
DEAR ABBY: This is for OREGON MOTHER who
complained because her adopted Oriental children attract so
much attention wherever they go.
Human nature is the same all over the world, Abby. We
are Americans living in Taiwan temporarily for business
reasons. We have two children, 3 and 4 years old. and they
have had about all they can take of having their cheeks
pinched and their blond hair touched
Crowds of giggling salesgirls and curidus shoppers stare
and point at them, and native youngsters peer around
corners just to get a look at them.
At first my children sensed my annoyance, and they
became upset, wondering what was "wrong" with them.
But when I realized that their curiosity was natural and
they didn't mean to be rude, I reacted good-humoredly and
so did the children.
We enjoy Dear Abby in the Stars and Stripes It's like a
daily letter from home.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teenagers Want to
Know," send El to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long,
self-addre.ssed. stamped 126C envelope
Planned On
"The Best of Everything"
will be presented by the
Calloway County High School
Speech Team on Thursday,
May 6, at eight p.m. at the
school. This will be the
regional champions in action
this year.
Plans for the program were
announced at the team
banquet held on Saturday,
April 24, with Board Member





yourself" banana splits and
lemonade were provided by
the B.Y.W.'s of First Baptist
Church.
The next meeting will be




Honored guests were the




Mike Fart-is, most outstanding
speech team member; Gail
Tucker, best in speaking
events; Jo Beth Norwood, best
in interpretative events.
Krit Stubblefield was
presented the "Bull" award,
and Mike Farris was also
presented with a plaque for
outstanding service and
leadership while serving as
team captain.
Larry England, coach of the
team, announced that as a
team Calloway ranked 2-3rd in
the nation, and that Calloway
ranks first in the state in NFI.
degrees.
Selected as officers for the
1976-77 school year were John
Brinkley, team captain:
Karen Edwards, vice-
president; Sheila Darnell and
Gail Tucker, secretaries.
aright, will have an opening in their She. Department






APPIY in Person. • •
Bridal Couple Honored
By Mr. and Mrs
Miss Mary Jane Smith and
Gene Bondurant who will be
married on May 30 were
honored by Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Cunningham with an open
house at the Cunningham
home, 1100 Berkshire Court,
on Sunday, April 25.
Receiving the guests at the
door were Mr. and Mrs.
Cunningham, the bridal
couple, their mothers, Mrs.
Charles Smith and Mrs. J. H.
Bondurant, and his sister,
Mrs. Phillip Patterson.
Miss Smith wore a floor
length floral pastel dress and
was presented with a white
glamelia corsage. The
mothers and Mr. Bondurant's
grandmother were presented
corsages of white daisies.' • ' •
The tea table was covered
with a white satin cloth
trimmed with yellow ribbon.
An arrangement of yellow
roses, white porn punts, and
white daisies in an antique
bowl was the centerpiece





shrimp tarts, mints, and nuts
Cunningham
were served in silver and
crystal appointments.
Serving at the tea table and
showing the gifts which were
displayed in the living room
were Miss Teresa Cun-
ningham, Mrs. George Lowe,
Mrs. Jerry Majors, and Mrs.
Don Lovett.
Mrs. Eupal ljanderwood kept
the register atalmahe table
covered with a white cloth and
centered with a bud vase of
yellow rosebuds.
The Cunningham family
presented the couple with a set
of club aluminum and pieces
of their chosen pattern of
silver.
Approximately one hundred
and thirty-five persons were
invited to call between the
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announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a sofacitatiorof an offer to buy any of these securities.The offering is made by the Prospectus
Now you can earn up to9 3/ A
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100%
(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 73/4% to 93/4% is payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of $6,000 or more) or, if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available
Maturity Effective Annual Interest Rate
if interest IS paid (If Interest us Corn-
QUarte,t, Or roonthfy) pounded ouenrsoy 4,4
0IN0 at rneturty 000y1
10 years 9.75% 10.11%
5 years 8.75% 9.04%
2 years 7.75% 7.98%
CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes. Series A are being
by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc , a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance and casualty
activities The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
of CFC Investment Inc who is licensed in
State The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or. If you prefer. phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in








Ross Wilder, Suite 2 Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573
ARIES
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FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 6, nu
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TA
Your perceptiveness and good
judgment in familiar activities
could be a boon in certain
situations. You COULD try
something new if so inclined,
but don't go beyond your depth.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21>ki May 21)
Excellent prospects for
starting or developing new
business associations. An
unusual idea could spark an
entirely different approach in
career matters, also.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
A good day for closing deals
profitably or arriving at ac-
cords which will make them
possible later. Cut a few corners
if you can.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ePiti)
Precautions and prudence
must be your bywords now. Be




(. July 24 to Aug. 23) 0124:g
Talks with superiors and ( or
associates could be quite
revealing. Wholehearted coop-
eration will be offered — freely
and graciously
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%,
Get important matters out of
the way by noon, if possible.
Certain planetary restrictions




'Sept. 24 to Oct 231
Present planetary influences
suggest that you now take the
lead where you can to help in
straightening out situations
which could worsen through
neglect.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mars in benefic aspect. Rouse
yourself to that added effort
which brings sweet com-
pensation for extra-curricular
work. Stay alert, aware
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 31(elS.f
People about you may seem .
less open-minded and en-
thusiastic about your ideas now,
but with a bit of clever strategy,
you CAN turn the tide.
CAPRICORN •
(Dec. 7.2 to Jan. 201 lea
New offerings indicated. Not
all should be accepted without
question. On the other hand,
don't pass up any without in-
vestigation.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences indicate
changing trends in certain
areas. You won't like them all
immediately, but many are
better than they appear.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Curb inclinations to ex-
tremism and avoid the bizarre.
Strict conformists could
misconstrue your actions.
YOU • BORN TODAY, like
most Taureans, are endowed
with unusual versatility and
could succeed in almost any
field of your choice. However,
you incline to scatter your
energies and, unless you learn
to "settle down" and pursue
your chosen career to its
ultimate potential, could fritter
away your many talents —
accomplishing nothing. You are
one of those rare persons who
combine idealism with prac-
tical know-how so that, once you
have learned the merits of self-
discipline and concentration,
you can have success without
end. Taureans make excellent
scientists, teachers and hor-
ticulturists. Birthdate of: Karl
Marx, German socialist, author
of "Das Kapital."
C onna's.
e rit 12. ()int
Codi 753-8473 for tii.rawe ioriprIrtehas.
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HELPS YOUR OIL DO A BETTER 109
HELPS REDUCE FRICTION AND WEAR
HELPS REDUCE OIL CONSUMPTION
Helps Clean
Dirty Carburetors
BW Bailey of Murray Route
Eight has returned from
Washington, D. C. from the
46th Annual 4-H Conference.
He was one of five delegates
from the state of Kentucky
who joined 250 other 4-fl-
members from the 50 states,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands and Canada to discuss
current issues and to help plan
4-H program direction for the
future.
Bill Bailey
Based on the Bicentennial
Theme - 4-H '76 Spirit of
Tomorrow the conference
helped delegates gain further
understanding of their
nation's heritage, the
workings of their federal
government, and ways in
which they as youth leaders
can improve their own
communities through 4-H.
Highlight of the Conference,
according to Bill was a Break-
fast with Congress on April 27
when the delegates had an
opportunity to discuss issues
with their Senators and
Representatives and to hear
Congressman Jamie L.
Whitten, Mississippi, a 4-H
alumnus talk about the im-
portance of 4-H to our nation's
present and future. After the
Breakfast with Congress, Bill
had the opportunity to visit the
offices of Congressmen
Carroll Hubbard, William
Natcher and Senator Wendell
Ford. Bill had the opportunity
to attend the United States
Senate Chamber and the U. S.
House of Representatives
during the afternoon. Later in
the day, the Kentucky
delegation visited the White
House,
On April 28, the delegates
participated in town meetings
at the U.S. Department of
State to distiliss vital issues
relating to U.S. Foreign
Policy. Bill served as one of
three panelists during a
workshop held on U.S. - Soviet
Relations. The chief speaker
during the workshop was Dale
Herspring of U.S. - Soviet
Union Affairs.
The week was filled with
activities incintitng tours of
Washington, assemblies,
workshop discussions and
recreational events - including
a dramatic presentation by
delegates on the final day of
the conference. One night the
delegates traveled to the Burn
Brae Theater in Burtonsville,
Maryland to attend a per-
formance of the play "1776."
Conference headquarters
was the National 4-H Center
which is expanding with the
help of 4-H members across
the country. On Thursday
delegates participated in a
ceremony marking the
beginning of restoration of the
main administration building
at the center to be named in
honor of the late James Cash
Penny, a strong supporter of 4-
H for many years.
The annual conference is
conducted jointly by the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the State
Land-Grant Universities, the
National 4-H Foundation and
the National 4-H Service
Committee.
Also attending the con-
ference as . delegates of the
state of Kentucky were Debbie
Elrod of Paducah, Jeanne
Larkins of Hopkinsville,
David Miles of Bagdad, and
Steve Washington of Adair-
ville. Adult advisor for the
delegation was William 0.
Skinner of Bowling Green.
More information about 4-H
can be obtained from Fred
r:illum at the county extension
office.
Dr. Robert Alsup, right, stands by the print presented to him by the Murray Area
Council of the International Reading Association. With him are Dr. James Carlin and )o
Anne Harvey.
Murray Reading Association Has
Banquet To Honor Dr. Alsup Here
The Murray Area Council
(MACI of the International
Reading Association (IRA)
dedicated its last meeting of
the year to one of its founding
fathers, Dr Robert Alsup.
Dr Alsup and 15 others
began the MAC in 1962 and it
has since grown to over 75
members. The goal of the
reading association is to
further the interest and
knowledge of the im-
provement of reading. It is
open to parents, teachers,
administrators, and all others
interested in the improvement
of reading.
This final meeting, a
banquet, held at the Lam-
plighter on April 27 was
highlighted by the presen-
tation of a print by the Council
to Dr. Alsup for his many
years of dedicated service in
education in this area. He is
retiring from the Reading
Department at Murray State
University effective April 30.
The meeting also included
the changing of officers.




Mrs. Dan Hutson Speaker For
Meeting Of Zeta Department
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met for
the regular monthly meeting
on Thursday, April 22, at 7130
p.m. at the clubhouse.
A delightful program was
presented by Mrs. Dan Hut-
son. In her own, very personal
self-styled humor, a book
pwiew was given on "1 Think
1 .1 Start on Monday" by Totie
Mrs. Buist Scott had
YOUR KEY TO VALUE






to fit your car
THE CAR YOU OWN
CHEVROLET 1968-76 All models except
Chevy II 4 cyl and Corvair
BUICK 1968-71 6 cylinder models
FORD 1957-76 All models except
1 6 litre Pint0 and 2.8 litre Mustang II
MERCURY 1957-72 All models except
1 6 litre Capri
MERCURY 1973-76 All models except
2.0 litre Capri
BUICK 1968-76 All V-8 models
PONTIAC 1966-76 All mole's except
1970-74 6 cyl and 1971-73TV-8 307 s
PLYMOUTH 191376 All models








"FILTER IN A FILTER
PROTECTION FOR YOt IR ENGINE
prepared artist sketches of the
fat and thin lady and these
were humorously used by
Mrs. Hutson in her review.
Mrs. Salvatore Matarazzo
presided over the business
session.
Hostesses for the evening
were: Mrs H B Bailey, Jr.,
Mrs. Bernard Bell, Mrs. W. C.
Elkins, Mrs Marshall Jones




New officers are as follows:








about the orgranization may
contact Dr. Yancey Watkins,
Special Ed. Bldg., MSU or




The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a special Spring Garden
Tour on Thursday, May 8, with
the group to meet at the club
house at one p.m.
Gardens to be visited will
be those of Dr. and Mrs.
Woodfin Hutson on Sycamore
Street and at Oakhurst, home
of President =and Mrs. Con-
stantine Curris at Murray
State.
The members will then meet
at the newly constructed home
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Conley,
302 Oakdale, to study a yard
before it is landscaped.
hostesses will be Barletta
Wrather, Helene Visher, and
VerbleYates,_
Some , people believe that i




it-at Obi irihi Winn 011-11he or*-Id
f. ore piefixeri thug
%inn C. linnaleH. bride-elect of Mill
Dunlap. has selected her slain 1e"
stoneware and rmual from Mir 111111
Mete Itritlid
Mari- and Paul ictll In, morrieil on /
Was 22. I q74).
The Showcase
Gas mileage and performance
g0 down when your air filter
clogs up Install a brand-new,
clean STP
Air Filter Get all the air
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In fidelity to a promise he
made a year ago to support an
Open Records bill, Gov. Carroll
has endorsed a bill that would
open most records of public
`agencies 1.h Kentucky to 'in-
spection by the public.
The bill was approved this
week by the House State Gover-
nment Committee after Carroll
announced his "full support."
The bill is a revised version of
one introduced by Rep. Joe
Clarke of Danville who con-
curred in the revisions and
joins Carroll in calling the
measure a "strong bill."
The Governor's support
again puts in action his
repeated promise to have "an
open administration." In his
words, _"the only records that
this bill would not open to the
public without a court order are
those which common sense or
fair play dictate should be con-
fidential."
Any agency receiving as
much as one-fourth of its funds
from state or local govern-
ments must make its records
open to the public. A citizen
refused access may go to the at-
torney general for assistance _
without spending his own
money.
This is a "sunshine" records
law that will be a companion to
the "sunshine" open meetings
law enacted by the 1974
legislature.
The concept of both laws is
that government is the servant,
not the master of the people,
ahd that its actions should be
open to public scrutiny.
Gov. Carroll and Rep. Clarke
have listened to all sides of the
Open Records matter and
resisted not a little pressue to
put "loopholes" in the bill that
would have diluted its purpose.
They deserve the ap-
preciation of all citizens for










(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Explodes 'Food As
A Weapon' Myth
SENATOR DICK CLARK (towel "
. Food and agricultural technology are
uniquely benign 'weapons' in the
sense that they can be used to improve
the lot of the people of the world, but
they really are not effective in forcing
others to bend to our will. Lauren Soth,
former editor of the Des Moines
Register, has said this much better
than I can in an article which appeared
in the Register. There being no ob-
jection, the article was ordered to be






President Ford and Agriculture
Secretary Earl Butz have talked about
America's "agripower," implying that
the United States could unleash a "food
weapon" to make the Soviet Union and
the Third World behave. In one of his
10 Years Ago
The Murray High School Junior
Band, under the direction of Phil
Shelton, won second place trophy in the
contest held in connection with the
World's Largest Fish Fry in Paris,
Tenn.
The annual spring do-nut sale will be
held tomorrow by the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Max Gene Lovett of the Penny
community died this morning at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Lamb on April 30, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Thomas
Rushing on April 29, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Mac Key on April 29.
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, chairman of the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, was special guest at the
meeting of the Laurel Oak Garden Club
of Mayfield held at the Murray Holiday
Inn.
20 Years Ago
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, head of the
Physical Sciences Department of
Murray State College, will speak at the
two day meeting of the Kentucky
Academy of Science at Kentucky Dam
May 4 and 5.
William Adams of Hazel was
presented with a certificate for being
selected Outstanding Young Farmer of
Calloway County by the Murray
Jaycees.
Deaths reported include Perry
Thornton, age 73, and Mrs. Eva N.
Ryan, age 74.
Reserve Capt. James M. Lassiter of
Murray is taking part in LOGE X 56, one
of the Army's largest peacetime
logistical exercises at Fort Lee. Va
The Lynn Grove Junior and Senior
Banqnet MIS held at Kenlake Hotel on
April 26. John Cannon and Raymond
Story are the (-lass sponsors.
less thoughtful moments, Butz said
agripower was stronger than
-petropower." He claimed the
Russians did not block the Egypt-Israel
agreement on the Sinai because "they
needed millions of tons of U. S. grain
and knew it was no time to be fooling
around."
Recently, Ford and Butz have
dropped that line. The uproar from
farmers about the embargo on grain
sales to Russia from July 24 to Oct. 20
last year made them think twice about
food as a political weapon.
Ronald Reagan also seems to have
backed away from his statement
last December that the United States
should deny grain to the Soviet Union
until it stops meddling in Africa and
"chooses real detente and abandons its
buildup of offensive weapons." But
Senator Jackson has taken up the cry.
If Henry Jackson thinks he can push
the Russians into reducing arms output
by denying them grain, he is kidding
himself. In the first place they could get
a little more grain from Australia,
France and elsewhwere. In the second
place, they could cut back livestock if
they had to. In the third place, Russia is
likely to have more of its own grain in
four otit of the five years in the future.
As for our own exportable grain
supplies, they ought to be available
freely — so long as they are not con-
trolled by monopolies to their own
advantage.
That kind of agripower and sensible
farm policy we need — not rash con-
cepts of a "food weapon."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The political effect of the U. S.
denying people food in the case of real
hunger would be disastrous. It would be
a godsend to the Communists.
Garrott's Galley
Eating Out In Louisville
Like An Old Roman Emperor
By M. C. Garrott
If you like seafood and would like to
dine in the stile of a Roman emperor,
do as Cathryn and I did a couple of
weeks ago—have dinner at one of the
two "New Orleans House" restaurants
in Louisville. . — -
One is downtown near the old
Seelbach Hotel and just off the new
River City Mall. The other, the one to
which we went, is east of the city on
Shelbyville Road just beyond its in-
tersection with Hurtsbourne Lane.
For weeks we had heard about the
place from friends who had been to one
or the other of them. "When you're in
Louisville again, you simply must eat
at the New Orleans House," they'd say.
+++
We found you need a reservation.
They can handle only a limited number
every couple of hours, starting at 5
p.m., because it takes from two to three
hours to enjoy your dinner in the "mood
of relaxation" advertised. Our reser-
vation was a fashionable 9 p.m., and 21-2
hours later I was so stuffed I could
barely waddle to the car.
Like many others, according to our
personable young waiter, Mike, I made
the typical first-timer's mistake of
trying to savor someef everything they
had. The only things missing from a
typical gorgers' orgy of the Roman's
day were the reclining couch and
scantically-clad slave girls to peel the
grapes.
+++
There is no menu. It's all out
there—buffet-style and free choice. You
can eat as much or as little of each
delicacy displayed or served. You don't
have to worry about the number of
plates you use as you totter back for
more. They pick up the plates you use
as fast as you are finished with them.
Each guest is entitled to a huge,
Bible Thought
. . . Jesus kness that his hour was
come that he should depart out of
this world unto the Father, having
losed his own which were in the
world, he loved them unto the ind. •
John 13:1.
Of all the promises in the Bible.
perhaps the most enduring is the
one boys and girls sing so easil
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Cooley News Service
•
14* had 20 years oxpartorico with Rao raNroodo'
Maine lobster or a 12-ounce steak for
the main course—just as you are en-
titled to all of the shrimp, crab or
oysters you can consume—although by
the time you get to that point, especially
a first-nighter, you're so full you are
_About Nialadtqut. _
That was our mistake. By the time
they brought Cathryn her lobster and
me my steak, we were sitting there like
a couple of bug-eyed Buddas. It's sinful,
in a way, to eat like that with all the
starving people in the world, but it sure
was good.
+++
To start, there's a huge bed of oysters
on the half-shell and a big pile of boiled
shrimp. I went back to them so many
times I was almost ashamed. Nearby
was a pile of smoked salmon and all
kinds of cheese and bread.
Then, if you want, you can drift into a
salad. You build it yourself from a
massive salad bar complete to bacon
crumbs, artichoke hearts, stuffed
celery and as many different dressings
as paints in a paint store. Don't miss the
marinated asparagus!
From there it becomes a decision
between the • shrimp and lobster
chowder and the clam broth—each hot,
creamy and rich and seasoned with
herbs in the tradition of Old New
England. A mountain of clams,
steamed so you can remove the whole
clam from the shell, peel the skin from
the neck, dip it in butter and plop it into
your mouth, also is enticing.
All of this was a big circular table in
the center of the room along with
Alaska King Crag legs, scallpps broiled
in wine and butter, shrimp sauteed in
garlic and New Orleans shrimp
creole—plus corn on the cob and bar-
becued ribs.
Periodically, throughout all this a
waitress comes by with a pan of hot
garlic bread, fried mushrooms or frog
legs just in case you're so full by then
you no longer can get up from the table.
-t-
About the time you feel you can't
choke down another bite, they bring
your lobster or the steak, whichever
you ordered No, no doggie bags are
provided. The idea, I think, is to see
how much you can eat on the prerruses
without keeling over.
Complete and illustrated instructions
for attacking the lobster also are
provided on a souvenir brochure they
give you when you arrive. It explains
how to twist off the claws and crack
them with a nutcracker, pliers, knife,
hammer, rock or what have you. The
sante with the body: You're shown and
told how to get to the "meat" in it
without making a complete fool of
yourself. Then you dip it in the drawn
butter and "relish this delightful ex-
perience."
+ ++
It's all then topped off with fresh
pineapple, strawberries with whipped
cream or whatever fruit or dessert is
timely and in season. We had
strawberries the size of-golf balls.
It's truly an adventure in
eating—taking an entire evening, if you
want, tasting and eating and enjoying
all the different delicacies.
They serve this feast every night,
Tuesday through Saturday, for $13.95
per person. Temporarily, they're
closed on Sundays and Mondays.
If I have any suggestion to offer other
than simply to try it, it would be not to
eat a bite for at least two days before
you go there. I asked our waiter if
anyone had ever eaten himself to death
at a New Orleans House, and he
laughingly replied:





By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
President Ford is trying to shake a
Texas-size political hangover today.
His campaign team, anticipating new
headaches in the South, is looking for
the cure in Indiana.
- That Midwestern state is a key test as
Republicans vote in three presidential
primary elections matching the
President and Republican challenger
Ronald Reagan.
Ford needs a victory, arid Indiana is
his prime target. The President calls
himself an underdog in the Alabama
and Georgia primaries. His campaign
managers have conceded that Reagan
is likely to win them.
Both camps rated Indiana a close
test, Reagan's campaign chairman
calling it a tough race but saving that
the former California governor had
narrowed an early Ford lead.
Reagan went into the most hectic
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 4, the 125th
day of 1976. There are 241 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1626, the Dutch
colonizer, Peter Minuit, landed on
Manhattan Island. It was Minuit who
bought the island from the Indians for
trinkets worth $24.
On this date:
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte went
into exile on the island of Elba.
In 1863, Confederate forces defeated
the Union armies in the Civil War
Battle of Chancellorsville in Virginia.
In 1904, the United States took
possession of the Panama Canal Zone.
In 1942, the Pacific War Battle of the
Coral Sea began.
In 1945, German troops in Denmark
surrendered as the Western Allies were
near victory in Europe in World War II.
In 1961, the first group calling
themselves "freedom riders" set out by
bus from Washington, D.C., bound for
New Orleans to challenge segregation
in interstate buses and at terminals.
Ten years ago: Protestants of eight
U.S. denominations adopted principles
for merger after five years of talks.
Five years ago: U.S. Secretary of
State William Rogers arrived in Egypt
on a Middle East tour to try to restore
peace between Israelis and Arabs.
One year ago: Representatives of 50
nations met in Geneva to review the
treaty to limit the spread of nuclear
weapons.
Today's birthdays: Actress Audrey
Hepburn is 47. Soprano Roberta Peters
is 46.
Thought for today: I believe that we
are lost here in America, but I believe
we shall be found — Thomas Wolfe,
American writer, 1900-1938.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the Massachusetts
Provincial Congress at Watertown or-
dered seizure of the property of
Loyalists who had left Boston with the
British when they evacuated the city.
month of the primary campaign with a
big sendoff from Texas, where he swept
96 Republican delegates in a landslide
over Ford last Saturday. It was a
victory built with the votes of Texans
who have cast their ballots in
Democratic primaries in the past.
There were nearly four times as many
voters in the GOP contest as in any
previous Texas primary.
In Indiana, Alabama and Georgia, as
in Texas, voters are not registered by
party, and the primaries are open. That
means anyone, Democrat or
Republican, can vote in the Ford-
Reagan contests.
With Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace virtually eliminated as a
Democratic campaign factor, con-
servative voters who have been on his
side in past primaries may cross over
to support-the conservative Reagan this
time.
If they do, Ford's Texas troubles
could recur.
Crossover voting is one indicator the
politicians are watching in today's
primaries. Another is the momentum
factor, the theory that a candidate who
has just scored big, as Reagan did in
Texas, gains headway in other states.
"We don't expect to lose all three,"
.Ford said on the eve of the triple
primary matchup.
He can't afford4o; a three way defeat
would start to shake the conviction of
the GOP establishment that the in-
cumbent President is virtually certain
to be the ultimate nominee. It could
even give Reagan the -lead in com-
mitted delegates, although Ford has a
substantial bloc of supporters among
the nominally uncommitted.
And it would sharply increase the
stakes, along with Ford's risks, in the
next set of primary elections, in
Nebraska and West Virginia on May 11.
There are four Democratic
presidential primaries today, with a
contest in the District of Columbia,
where Ford already has been awarded
the 14 Republican nominating votes for
lack of competition.
Jimmy Carter, who came out of
Texas with no real' challengers in the
current Democratic lineup, is,entered
in all four.
Jimmy Carter, who came out of
Texas with no real challengers in the
current Democratic lineup, is entered
in all four.
Wallace is his only active rival in
Indiana, where Sen. Henry M.
Jackson's name remains on the ballot.
They also are the major rivals in each
other's home states, Georgia and
Alabama. Carter and Rep. Morris K.
Udall of Arizona are running delegates
in the District of Columbia, a race
clouded by a local factional feud.
So the only question for the
Democrats is whether Carter can keep
his bandwagon rolling as he tries to
turn it into a steamroller and, perhaps,
pry away some Wallace support in
Alabama. Carter is not one to defer to
favorite sons or homestanding
governors.
The MurrayLedger & Time
The Murray ledger S Tones is
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 4 Christma-s-Day New Year s
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th St Murroy
Ky .42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers $2 25 per month payable in
advance By mail in Calloway County
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and Farmington, Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Pureeor Tenn $7500
per year By moil to other destinations
S30 00 per year
Member ol Associated Press. Ke-
lucky Press Association and Soother"
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Let's Stay Well
The Advantages Of Breast-Feeding
With the pressures of modern
life, a mother often wants to
know whether to nurse her
newborn bah y There are
several advantages to nursing
Breast milk is a complete and
adequate fond for a newborn
and for an infant through
several months of life
Mother's milk is economical
and usually available for the
nursing. It is clean and usually is
free of bacterial contamination
Breakt-feedings transfer from
the mother certain complex
chemicals which provide tem-
porary imminity to the baby.
affording some protection
against infections until the
baby's body develops its own im-
munitieir
Breast fed habtes often have
more stools than do babies fed
an -artificial- formulas. In other
words. human milk has a laxa-
tive effect Me is dften beneficial
toward the prevention of colic, a
By Fit. Blastrigarne, M
problem so common among
babies
Breast milk changes in taste
and qualor from the start of a
nursing episode to its comple-
tion This change in the
character and flow of milk tends
to protect the infant from over
feeding.
Overfeeding is coming to he
recognized as a common prac-
tice among babies whtch are not
breast-fed They become ex-
cersively ohm, This extra pro-
duction of fat cells may have
long range implications in the
future life of the infant making
weight control in chiktiood and
adult life much more difficult
than it would have been had he
not been overweieJ1 as an in-
fant
Breast feeding encourager the
establishment of contact be-
tween the hobs and his mother
and generates the beginning of
love and affection. attitudes
which start early and are ear,en-
Nal in the baby's association with
other persons later in life
It should he understood that
despite all of the advantages,
normal growth and develop-
ment in an infant are possible
without breast feeding
Q Mrs M H a senior citizen in
good health. writes for sugges
hone to help stop her exceenve
perspiratton, especially across
her lower hock
A Such perspiring is usually a
sign of weakness and is often as-
sociated with an active infection
Since you are in good health..yrIll
probahly have a natural tercitet
cy to perspire more than other
persons No medicine taken in
ternalh is satisfactory for such
cases Von should wear light.
knew clothing When you are
going out and want to protect
yrour clothing, you can try one of
the antiperspirants which can
Blasingame
safely he used on areas of the
skin that usually perspire ex-
ceseively
Q Mr LS. wants to know what
has become of thalidomide, the
drug that caused deformities in
so many European babies
several years ago
A Thalidomide is not availa-
ble in the United States. but it
has been used elstestere in the
world The drug Ls an effective
sedative in men. especially in
those requinng 'sedation in their
later years.
Only recently, the World
Health organization and the
Hariassah-Hebrew University
t Medical Center in Israel ie
pit ted thalidomide to he highly
beneficial in the treatment of
leprosy Therefore. it Ls good that
other nations had arrangements
which allowed the use of this
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reaches its busiest primary
day of the season so far as
voters in three States help
decide today whether Ronald
Reagan can take the
Republican presidential
nomination by overcoming
Gerald Ford and the built-in
advantages of an incumbent
President.
Ford and Reagan meet
headon in Georgia, Alabama
and Indiana as interest shifts
to the GOP race intensified by
Reagan's sweep on Saturday
of Texas' 96 delegates in a
landslide even the former
California governor hadn't
foreseen.
That marks a complete shift
from a short six weeks ago,
when Ford seemed to be
coasting toward nomination
and the Democratic contest
was still a free-for-all that
was anything but the Jimmy
Carter runaway it now seems
to be.
Ford made a late swing
through Indiana and Alabama
Monday, challenging Reagan
at one point to produce !us
income tax records. The
challenger promptly did so.
The President was on the
offensive much of the time,
attacking Reagan's plan to
trim the federal budget as a
"$90 billion blooper" and
continuing the debate over the
Panama Canal, an issue given







yoke Mr.Ilte• 00, 10 00.,1
There are Democratic races
today in all three states as
well as in the District of
Columbia. There are a total of
177 Democratic delegates to
be picked, and Carter, the
former Georgia governor, is in
good position to win at least
two-thirds of them with little
trouble.
But the Republican side,
where there are 139 delegates
at stake, is another story.
After Texas, Ford's delegate
lead has been narrowed to 283-
236, and if Reagan does well he
could take the lead, although
there are 254 uncommitted
delegates from New York and
Pennsylvania who are ac-
tually in Ford's camp.
Here is how the GOP
primaries line up:
INDIANA ( 54 delegates :
Two months ago, Ford's polls
gave him a 25 per cent lead,
but surveys now show Reagan
closing. State Republican
leaders, most of whom back
Ford, predict the President
will win. So does Ford.
Reagan does not predict a
victory but says it will be
close.
GEORGIA (48 delegates):
Reagan, as he has predicted,
has swept through the South
and Southwest. And he's
believed to be doing well in
Georgia, where he's counting
on Democratic crossovers
from George Wallace to help
him, as they apparently did in
Texas. Ford's state campaign
director, Joe Wilkinson, says,
"That could shoot us down
pretty bad."
ALABAMA 137 delegates):
Another Southern state where
Reagan hopes for Wallace
crossovers. Ford, conceding
he is the underdog, cam-
paigned there Monday, the
state's three GOP
congressmen at his side, and
hopes to cut into the
challenger's margin.
Wallace, whose supporters
may be a factor in the
Republican contest, is the only
major challenger to Carter in
the two Southern primaries,
although Rep. Morris K. Udall
has slates in two Georgia
congressional districts and a







Mrs. Kay Wallace, 616
West Lee, Mayfield, Miss
Anita Cavitt, 2697 Marquette,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Darla
Lassiter, 117 Rayburn St.,
Benton, Mrs. Marie Brurnett,
Rt. - 1,--,Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Marion Hoffman, Box 27,
Dexter, M. P Christopher,
1504 Johnson, Murray, Mrs
Jacqueline Boyd, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Dennis
Lamb, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Frocie Miller. 1605 College
Farm Rd., Murray, Charles
Evett, Box 41, Kirksey, Arthur
Jones, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Mrs Reba
Alexander, Hardin, J. Verster
Willie, Rt. 1, Sedalia.
MONEY MARKETS
NEW YORK API - The
American Life Insurance Assn
Companies says life insurance
firrn.s supplied an estimated
$17 4 billion to l. S. money and
capital markets in 1975
It says this was up from 814 9
billion in 1474
Antlers on most deer grow
straight up, or out from the
side of the head The caribou is
the only deer in the United
States whose antlers grow to-
ward the deer's nose.
-µ °man wanted who will cook all hoar, of the day
and be willing to stay up all night with a sick child.
Moo be stile to with. iron, remake hand-wee downs,
turn left-overs into gourmet dishes, get along with
relatives. neighbors, teachers and stand between a kid
and his father's lea they belt. There is no salary for this
position. no ,scationa or chance of promotion."
150 women in her right mind would apply for the
job but Tour own deal. Mother We wish all Mother's
well on this their Special Day.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Firs Per Week
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Carter and Wallace each are
favored in their home states,
but each has campaigned
strenously in the other. Carter
is given a better chance to
make inroads in Alabama (27
delegates elected and eight
more chosen afterward) than
Wallace is in Georgia (50
delegates), particularly if the
Alabama governor loses
crossovers to Reagan.
Carter is also expected to do
well in Indiana, where 75
delegates will be chosen.
Wallace is on the ballot there,
too, but Sen. Henry M.
Jackson ceased his active
campaigning last week and
Udall was disqualified when
he failed to get the required
signatures in one
congressional district.
The District of Columbia
chooses 17 delegates, but only
Carter campaigned actively
there, although Udall and
Fred Harris are also on the
ballot. The major interest is
local, 'a fight between two
uncommitted slates headed by




There is no Republican
Primary in the district. The
GOP slate, all 14 delegates
pledged to Ford, has already
been chosen.
It was in Birmingham, Ala.,
Monday that Ford raised the
income tax issue. He recalled
that In April he had disclosed
his tax records.
Reagan was in West
Virginia when he heard of
Ford's challenge. "I didn't
realize it hadn't been done,"
he said of release of his own
statement. was done
today."
- Reagan, in his tax
statement, said tie naid
$106,507 in combined federal
and local taxes during 1975 on
what he said was an adjusted
gross income of $252,405.
Ford's earlier statement
showed a 1975 tax bill of
$106,510.84 on a taxable in-
come of $204,606.
The President earlier, in
Indianapolis, attacked
Reagan for suggesting the
United States should break off
negotiations on the Panama
Canal treaty and took after
Carter, accusing the
Democrat of flip-flopping on
the issues.
Carter, meantime. picked
up additional strength with the
endorsement of Sen. Birch
Llayh of Indiana, himself a





Robert Shrum resigned after
he had refused to use a speech
Shrum had written. Shrum
said it wasn't so, that he quit
because the former Georgia
governor said one thing m
speeches and another in
meetings with his staff.
-The House approved by a
vote of 291 to 81 a bill to permit
a resumption of federal
subsidy payments to
presidential candidates. But it
stalled in the Senate when Sen.
IA)well P. Weicker, R-Conn.,
began a filibuster against it.
-Carter said he "can't
think of any reason in this
country why blacks should be
excluded from a school that is
predominantly white." He
was asked about his policy on
schools after two interviews in
Connecticut in which he said
he was having difficulty un-
derstanding federal court
efforts to open up private
schools.






wrap up her day with a hug ..
and a gift from our 'eat group!
Big selection of fabrics in
Prints, Textures, and Solids
Fresh as a sunny da, . our pretty dresses
looks. In easy going --s• for all day comfort. ,s0.4
Care-free Wa • - Id Wear Fabrics
Jr., Petite,
, Missy and 99THOERS
Womens Size 13. TO 29.99
M ISSY &
Give a gift She will enjoy!
Value Tagged
Mom never has enough
give her several pairs
Fimous Lucky Strike
First Quality . . . Special
-Fruit of the Loom"
Sheer to the waist



















Delight Mom on Her Day!
Famous Movie Star
DREAMY NIGHTIES
Lacy Trim - Soft Pastels
Machine Washable
LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT. STORE
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Chavis, Lakers Record
5-3 Win Over Falcons
Tommy Chavis scattered 10
.his and helped himself by
having a sharp eye Monday
afternoon as host Calloway
County defeated Hickman
County 5-3.
Chavis worked the distance
of seven innings and walked
Just one-batter white fanning
four.
Going into the top of the
fifth, the teams were locked in
a 2-2 deadlock. Barclay
opened the Falcon inning by
reaching on a)I error and then
Humphreys fi flowed with a
.homerun.
Chavis, watchim the runner
all the svp, got Lie ball back
and stepped on the pitching
rubber, then off aid threw to
catcher Lance Hooks.
Humphreys was called out for
not touching hJrne plate. Thus
instead of having a 4-2 lead,
the Falcons led only 3-2.
.The Lakers tied it in the
bottom of the fifth as Ricky
Garland and Kenneth
McCuiston both reached on
.walks and advanced on wild
•pitches. Garland tried to score
on a passed ball but was out at
the plate.
Chavis then came through
with a single to aid his own
-cause and the game was tied
at 3-3. The Lakers put the
game in the win column in the
'bottom of the sixth.
Nathan Knoth opened the
• sixth with a single, Danny
Rogers followed with a single
' and after one out, Hooks
reached on an error to send in
the lead run. The Letters
J'added an insurance run when
McCuiston reached on an
error.
Fly Beane followed with a
single but Hooks was out at the
plate trying to score.
Hickman County got off to a
1-0 lead with a single tally in
the second before the Lakers
scored two in the third to go on
top.
Ricky Garland and Kenneth
McCuiston opened the Laker
third with walks and Beane
get a single to load the sacks.
: Chavis lofted an infield fly
: which was dropped and a run
scored, with Chavis being
called out on the infield fly
• rule.
The second run of the frame
later scored when Terry




Calloway a 2-1 edge.
In the fourth, the cons
tied it up at two apiece. it
not been for a super play by'
Danny Rogers, Hickman
County would have done more
than tie the score.
With the bases loaded
and only one out, Rogers, who
was playing shortstop for the.
first time this season, went up
the middle after a grounder.
Rogers caught up with the
ball and had his hack to the
infield. He turped, stepped on
second and then fired to first
By DAVID FRANK
The Murray High golfers
snapped back after their loss
in the Marshall County
Invitational to defeat ° Fulton
City 162-175 Monday lit—The --
Fulton Country Club.
Gary Sullivan breezed in for
Murray with a one-over par
37. Lynn Sullivan finished with
41 while Howard Boone and
*eve Hussung had 42's.
I For Fulton, McKnight had a
411, Homra 43, Hagan 45 and
nelson 47.
The victory now puts the
Tigers at 11-3 and their next
match will be against
Paducah Tilghman Wed-




Spacious • ior TV
18-holes tio,f
on one of 6 courses
3 Breakfasts • 3 Dinners • Enjoy steak
Prime Rib. Lobster Tan
Entertainment nightly I
baseman Barry Joseph for the
twinkilling.
That set the stage for the
crazy fifth inning where Hick-
man County had the homerun
by Humphreys nullified.
The game also marked a
local first as there wag a
woman umpire. Karen
Bennett, who has officiated
many basketball games,
called the bases.
Beane had his best offensive
effort of the season as he
rapped three hits while
Rogers had two. Chavis and
Knoth each had one hit.
The Lakers,-ow 6-9 on the
season, will p10' at Ballard
Memorial Wednesday before
playing a twinbilt at Mayfield
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Former Professional Football
Star Ernie Nevers Succumbs
SAN RAFAk,I., Calif. (API
— Pup Warner, whJ coached
Jim Thorpe before moving to
Stanford University, called
Ernie Nevers the greatest
football player of all time.
Nevers, 73, died in a hospital
here Monday of a kidney
disorder.
,The former college and
professional football great, a
hardrunning 205-pound
fullback and outstanding
linebacker as well, also was
rated by Warner above
Thorpe as an all-round
athlete. Nevers competed in
football, basketball, track and
baseball at Stanford.
Like Thorp, whom Warner
coached at Carlisle, Nevers
was good enough at baseball
to play in the major leagues.
He pitched three seasons for
the American League's St.
Louis Browns, switching to
National Football League
competition each fall.
"I think I could have
become a good pitcher or
outfielder had I given up
football for the diamond,"
Nevers once said.
Football would have lost one
of its greatest stars.
Nevers was among the first
men admitted to college
football's Hall of Fame and
was a charter member of the
Pro Football Hall of Fame. In
1969, he was selected to a
Skinner In Charge
PITTSBURGH t AP) —
Coach Bob Skinner is expected
to be running the Pittsburgh
Pirates tonight when they
open a three game series with
the San Francisco Giants.
Manager Danny Murtaugh
missed the last five games of
the Pirates' recent West Coast
road trip with an ear infection,
and club General Manager
Joe Brown indicated Monday
he expects Murtaugh to miss
at least another two or three
games.
Skinner, the Pirates batting
coach and a former manager
of the Philadelphia Phillies,
had a 2-3 record in Murtaugh's
absence on the road.
)en
U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT PLACE






per person dbL occupancy
522 00 daily after three nights
from Sept 1 to May 30
Arrangements available to,
3r0 person sharing room








college football All-Time All-
American team chosen by the
Football Writers Association
of America.
The native of Willow River,
Minn., moved to California
while in high school and
played varsity football at
Stanford from 1923 to 1925. His
greatest performance As a
collegian may have been in
the 1925 Rose Bowl when he
and, the Stanford Indians met
Notre Dame with its famous
"Four Horsemen" backfield.
Nevers had missed virtually
all of the 1924 season, having
broken both ankles. He got off
crutches just a few days
before the game and, playing
with heavily taped ankles, ran
the ball 34 times, a Rose Bowl
record, for 114 yards, which
was more than the Fighting
Irish's stars totaled.
Notre Dame won 27-10 in a
game that included a
controversial ruling against
Stanford when it appeared
Nevers had plunged over the
goalline for a touchdown that
would have Made the score 20-
17 in the second half.
Nevers was named the
game's outstanding player.
Writer Maxwell Stiles said in
his book on the lkokez Bowl:
"On defense, he made about
four out of every five tackles
and intercepted a pass to start
his team on the way to a third
period touchdown. What
would Nevers have done on
two good legs — or even one?"
Nevers signed with the
•NFL's Duluth Eskimos in 1926
and later starred for the
Chicago Cardinals, playing
through 1937. In 1929, he set a
single-game scoring record
which still stands, getting all
40 of the Cardinals' points in a
40-6 victory over the Chicago
Bears.
Football injuries played a
part in ending Nevers'
baseball career. He had a 6-12
Pro Hockey
At A Glance
Pro Hockey At A Glance





Montreal at New York island
ers, Montreal leads series 30
Philadelphia at Boston, Phi A
delphia leads series 21
Thursday, May 6
New York Islanders at Mi,ri










pitching record in his three bi);
league seasons and allowed
two of Babe Ruth's 60 home
runs in 1927.
Nevers worked in publn
relations and sales promotion
for a San Francisco wholesale
liquor firm after retiring front
pro football. He is survived by






All: He Shouldn't Have Won The Fight
It may be Jimmy Young or Ken Norton. Or maybe even
Ron Lyle. It won't be George Foreman though.
But sometime soon, the long and great career of
heavyweight chwnpian Muhammad All will crumble to
the canvass.
It should have Friday night in the title fight against Jim-
my Young.
All came into the fight weighing 230 pounds. He fights
best when his weight is between 212 and 217. Overweight
and far over-confident, Ali escaped with a unanimous
decision.
What cost Young the fight was his ducking out of the
ring to avoid punches from All. It was nothing far distant
in similarity to All's rope-a-dope tactics.
If Young were punished in points because of what he
did, then Ali should have been punished in earlier fights,
particularly the one against Foreman.
A champion should take a fight seriously. Ali certainly
did not. And in the conditions surrounding the fight, Young
should have been the winner.
Any time a challenger goes the distance with a cham-
pion and when the champion is landing blows about as
hard as a cream puff bouncing on a mattress, the
challenger should be the winner.
More than one time in the fight All was stunned and was
on the point of buckling. Any All fan could see it, whether
they will admit it or not.
All, as a person, is unbeatable. Peel away the silly talk
and the promotion and All is as warm and generous as any
grandmother in the world.
On a recent trip to Chicago, All watched the local news
on television and it showed a nursing home about to be
closed down because of lack of funds.
The next morning, Ali appeared at the nursing home to
the surprise of everyone. He presented the nursing home
with a check for ;100,000 in order it could stay open.
All has poured out hundreds of thousands of dollars in
charities. And he has poured millions into the pockets of
our dear old Uncle Sam, who for three years, tried to star-
ve All because the man stood for something he believed in.
But as for the fighter: All is a bad example He seems to
be telling every kid in sports: "Don't worry about what




DENVER AP) — The
Denver Nuggets found
themselves in a farrotlar
situation today as they braced:
for the second game of their
American Basketball
Association championship,
playoff series against New
York.
"We've had a history this
year of being forced to come
back," said Nuggets Coach
Larry Brown.
"We did it in the Kentucky
series, and here we are again.
It's not a situation I like, but
one we have-to overcome," he
added.
In the semifinal playoff
series, the Nuggets fell behind
Kentucky two victories to one
and lost the honiecourt ad-
vantage they had built up over
an 64-game season. The series
went the full seven games
before the Nuggets finally
won.
Denver began the best-of-
seven championship series
with the Nets Saturday with
another loss, 120-118, and will
be trying to square the series
onight.
Nuggets center Dan Issel
_says it may be a case of the
Nuggets not trying hard
enough "until we get behind."
"We've gotten behind in the
first and second quarters and
then come up with
something," Issel said. "But
you can't be in that type of
situation in the finals —
especially when (Julius)
Erving has a chance to beat
you with one play."
Brown says the Nuggets will
have to be more active and
aggressive to win tonight's
game. ...Butmost of all, the
Nuggets will have to over-
come Erring.
Dr. J poured in 45 points in
Saturday's game, including 10
of the Nets' last 11. His 15-foot
baseline jumper at the buzzer
iced the victory.
Brown indicated that
Marvin Webster, the 7-foot-1
backup , center who had 18
rebounds and 14 points in the
!ipener, would see more action
Tuesday night.
Another 19.000-plus crowd
Pro Basketball At A Glance





Phoenix at Golden Slate,
Golden S'e'e leads series 1 0
Thursday, May 6





Tuesday's Game_ _ 
New York at Denver.
York leads series I 0.
.b  May 6.erry;r11:lis41,:yw,
NPVe
was expected at McNichols
Sports Arena for the game.
The first game drew a crowd
of 19,034, an ABA record.
Following tonight's contest,
the series moves to New York
for the third and fourth games
on Thursday and Saturday.
The two clubs will return to
Denver next Tuesday if a fifth
game is necessary.
Horton Lett Out
DETROIT AP ) — Willie
Horton won't be on the list of
candidates in balloting for the
All-Star team and the Detroit
Tigers slugger isn't happy
about it.
Horton won't be on the ballot
because his position,
designated hitter, isn't
recognized by the National
League.
"I just don't think it's
right," Horton said Monday.
"They say the DH is not a
position in the All-Star game.




That philosophy will get you one place: on the floor in a
boxing match and on the low end of the scoreboard in all
the rest of the sports.
Without question, Ali has been one of the greatest ever,
second only in my opinion to Rocky Marciano.
But sometime, perhaps even this year, All will lose. And
All will step down from the sport he revived. It's sad
really. Sort of like the poem "To An Athlete Dying
Young."...
He is only a shadow of what he used to be. And soon the
shadow will fade away as the sun begins to set on his
career.
Bruins Hoping To Even
Up Series With Flyers
BOSTON (AP) — "Our
backs are up to the wall," said
Coach Don Cherry as he
prepared his Boston Bruins
for tonight's fourth game of




Philadelphia, aiming for its
third consecutive Stanley Cup,
took a 2-1 lead over the Bruins
in the best-of-seven series with




The Murray High girls'
tennis team remained un-
beaten an the season Monday
by easily defeating host
Christian County 7-2.
Murray lost the first two
singles matches. Kathy
Outland fell 7-9 at number one
to Jeanette Rorie while at
number two, Candy Jackson
lost 4-8 to Jennifer Rorie.
In the other singles, Robyn
Burke won 8-4 at number three
over Lillian Bone, Carol Dick
won 8-1 in the fourth spot over
Shari Shepard, Mary Smock
won 8-1 at number five over
Anna Sue Donn and at number
six, Catherine Dick won 8-6
over Janet Battle.
In the doubles, Jackson-
Burke defeated Shepard and
Jeanette Rorie 8-2, Outland-
Smotherman defeated Lillian
and Jennifer Rorie 8-3 and
Dick and Dick defeated Iretta
Smith and Bonnie Allen 8-3.
The Tiger girls, now 7-0 on
the season, host Tilghman
Thursday.
"We're just going to have to
shoot better and take ad-
vantage of ow' scoring op-
portunities," said Cherry.
The Bruins hadn't given the
Flyers many scoring op-
portunities in the past. In its
nine-year history,
Philadelphia won just twice in
Boston Garden—until Sunday.
That's when goalie Gilles
Gilbert let left wing Bill
Barber's wrist shot get by,
turning the Bruins' 2-1 ad-
vantage into a tie and giving
the Flyers their first push
toward Garden victory No. 3.
Both sides agreed Barber's
goal at 19:11 of the second
period turned the tide. "It
made a big difference to us,"
Barber said, "getting a goal
like that in the last minute and
going off the ice tied instead of
behind 2-1,"
-We died after that second
goal," said Cherry. "It's a
cardinal rule, especially in the
playoffs, not to give up a goal
in that last minute."
Added Bruins left wing Don
Marcotte: "Maybe we weren't
ready. And after we were
ahead 2-1, we got away from
our own game. They were
getting some 3-on-is and 4-on-
2s. That hasn't happened for a
long time."
And for tonight, where's the
action going to be?
"In the corners," said
Flyers forward Dave Shultz.
t's where it's going to be
decided — going into the




Braves owner Paul L. Snyder
announced that Jack Ramsay',




i/ Flight Training Air Ambulance
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Now You Can Have
A Beautiful Green
Weed-Free Lawn.
This Service Can Be Obtained
For Only 21/2( per sq. ft.
, Based on an average size lawn )
MAGIC GREEN Lavvn Service is a division of Commonwealth Nurseries, Inc. Magic Green Lawn
Service is one of the newest and most scientifically advanced lawn care programs on the market
today. Our specialists use the most modern techniques available in chemical and fertilizer application.
Professional Results at Do-it-Yourself Prices
We provide a sr -nutir application of fertilizers, insect and weed controls. Applications ore mad/ during each
of the four seocors of the y' 
KeepWeeds & Bugs From Taking Over
We offer on ind,,,,d001 service with personal attention. Our operation can give you what you (wed when you
need it.
Call Today For Free Estimate
443-2014 or 800.372-2980
Look for the big yellow and green






































































































































the Celtics from other teams is
the intensity which they bring
to every game," Fitch ex-
plained. "We (the Cavaliers)
get that kind of intensity for a
few games and then come out
flat for a game or two.
"We'll be a great team when
we can have the same kind of
intensity the Celtics bring to
every game along with their
talent," he added.
Fitch went to Boston and
Buffalo to scout the final two
games of that series after his
Cavs tripped the Washington
Bullets in seven games.
Watching those games didn't
change his opinion of Boston.
"Boston is quick, smart,
powerful, can rebound and
they can shoot," Fitch said.
"Their quickness is their best
weapon. It will force us to
make a big adjustment."
Comparing the Celtics to the
Bullets, Fitch added, "Boston
is quicker than Washington.
We've got to make them play
our game and because of all
their veterans, it will be tough
Colt League tryouts will be
held May 10 and 11 at the
league field at the Murray
City Park.
Anyone interested in
coaching a Colt League team
this season should contact H.
C. Denham at 753-7706.
to du."
The first two games of the
series are scheduled at Boston
Thursday night and Sunday.
The teams then come to
Cleveland for games Tuesday.





Kans City 7 7 500
Minnesota 6 9 .400
Chicago 5 8 .385
California 7 13 .393
Mon lay's Result
Cleveland Oakland 4, 10
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By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — "The
Boston Celtics ... just saying it
can give you goosebumps."
That was the way Cleveland
Cavaliers Coach Bill Fitch put
his feelings about the vaunted
National Basketball
Association powerhouse into
words earlier this season.
Now his young Cavaliers
face the awesome _task of




Worse yet, the Celtics will
hold the homecourt advantage
on the basis of a better
regular season record.
News of Boston's decisive
sixth-game victory over
Buffalo Sunday brought to
mind the early season
assessment of the Celtics by
the Cleveland mentee,,, news
"The thing that separates-171Wirfm e s c hecki led
Tuesday's Games




Mi ee 9 4 .692
New York 10 5 .667
Detroit 8 6 .571
Cleveland 9 8 529
Baltimore 7 10 4)2




Kansas City (Fitzmorris 2-01
at Boston (Lee 0-2), (n)
Chicago (Wood 2-3) at Balti-
more (Holtzrnan 2-0), (n)
Minnesota (Go(tz 0-2) at De-
troit (Coleman 2-0), (n)
Tekas (Br(les 2,1) at Mil
waukee (Co born 2,1), (n)
New York (Ellis 2-0) at Cal
tom ia (Ross 0-3), (n)
Cleveland (Peterson 0.1) a'
Oakland (Bahnsen 1-0), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City at Boston, (n)
Chicago at Baltirnore, (n)
Minnesota at Detroit, (n)
Texas at Milwaukee, (n)
New York at California, (n)
Cleveland at Oakland, (n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
11 6 .647 2
New York 14 8
Chicago II 11 .500 3
Pitts 9 9 .500 3
St Louis 8 12 400 3
mon tram I 7 12
West
Cincinnati 11 8 .579
Los Ang 12 9 371
htiuston 12, 11 322
San Diego 10 11 476
Atlanta 8 42- 400 31/2




Los Angeles (Hooton 1-2) at
Chicago (Reuschel 11)
Houston (Cosgrove 1-0) at
Philadelphia (Lonborg 20), (n
San Francisco (Caldwell 0-3)
at Pittsburgh (Kison 1-2), (n)
St. Louis (Denny 1-11 at At-
lanta (N iekro 3-1), (n)
Cincinnati (Norman 3-0) at
New York (Seaver 3-0), (n)
San Diego (Strom 1-1) at
monireal (Kirby 0-0), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Chicago
Houston at Philadetphia, (n)
San Francisco at Pittsburgh,
(n)
St.Louis at Atlanta, (n)
Cincinnati at New York, (n)
San Diego at Montreal, (n)
CINCINNATI (AP — The
Cincinnati Reds and WLW
Radio have signed a five-year
contract through the 1981
baseball season, it was an-
nounced Monday.
WLW has been flagship for
the Reds radio network since
1969. The network is one of the
largest in the nation,
broadcasting to more than 100
markets in seven states.
The current contract was to
expire at the end of the 1976
• •A
I
NIW UNIFORMS The Kentucky league; which is already having practice games, will sport
new uniforms this season. In the front row, modeling the uniforms are Rodney Key and Robbie
Perrin. In the bock row are E. W. Dennison of Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods and Kentucky
league president Bob Perrin Committee members for the league this year ore Pete Waldrop
Bill Wells, W A. Franklin and Micky Boggess. There will be eight teams playing Coaches are
Jerry Key, Glen Grogan, Roy Smith, Larry Contri, 810 Burris, Rob Daniel, Dean Ross ond Jess
Young. The season will begin with the first game set for May 3)
By Elie pttEwirr
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND (AP) — George
Hendrick, with as many
reasons as anyone to be hot,
stayed cool and won a game
for the Cleveland Indians.
The outfielder, who was
called "Easy Rider" as a
rookie with the Oakland A's
five years ago, started the day
-by getting a-jaywalking ticket
from an Oakland policeman
on the street outside the
Indians' hotel.
In Monday night's game,
Hendrick shrugged off a
questionable strike call at the
plate in the eighth inning and
came back with a 10thinning
home run off A's relief star
Rollie Fingers, making
Cleveland a 5-4 winner.
"The Way I look at it,
umpires are part of the genie.
I figure I should get at least
one pitch to hit each time I'm
up, and if the umps call me out
it means I didn't swing at my
pitch," Hendrick said after
beating his former team in the
only major league baseball
game of the day.
Fingers threw a belt-high
slider that proved to be
INDIANAPOLIS I AP
Indianapolis 500-mile race
officials gave janet Guthrie
the green flag Monday to take
her rookie exam for the May
30 race.
Miss Guthrie is the first
Hendrick's pitch, one that was
hit over the fence in
straightaway center field. It
was Hendrick's fourth homer
of the year.
"I got all my pitches where I
wanted them," insisted
Fingers, who entered the
game in the eighth in search of
his third save and ended up
with his first loss of the season
instead. "I guess pitchers get
into slumps jest like hitters."
Indians Manager Frank
Robinson was thrown out of
the game in the eighth, after
compleining about a low-pitch
strike called on Hendricks.
Five innings earlier, the A's
Don Baylor and Indians
starting pitcher Dennis
Eckersley were ejected
moments apart, Baylor after
being thrown out at first base
and Eekerstey for whatever
he called plate umpire Rich
Garcia.
With two outs and two A's on
base, Eckersley's string of 17
consecutive scoreless innings
ended on a 2-0 pitch which Joe
Rudi belted deep into the left
field bleachers to tie the score
at 3-3.
woman ever to enter the rec.
She must pass her rookie te
and then qualify at time tria
to break into the 33-car field.
Tom Binford, chief stewar
at Indianapolis, said t,•
reviewed Miss Guthrie'.
performance ie Sunda)
Trenton 200 and judged her to
have the necessary skills and
experience to attempt to drive
at Indy.
Miss Guthrie dropped out u[
the Trenton race after 79 laps
when her car developed
mechanical problems. She
had been the 14th fastest
qualifier among the 22 star-
ters.
think she looked fine,"
Dick King, USAC competition
director said. "I think she ran
as strong as any other rookie
has done. I watched her prett
closely."
Johnny Rutherford, who
won the 290, Tom Sneva and
three-time Indy winner A. J
Foyt praised Miss Guthrie'
driving ability.
She had been driving under
a conditional U.S. Auto Club
license on this year's cham-
pionship circuit.
HOUSTON (AP) — Mike
Miles, a top high school
swimmer from Indianapolis,
Ind., has signed a national




Miles, who wilt major in
communications, already has
qualified for the Olympic
tryouts in June in (erne Beach,
Calif.
POMBA IL
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — Nee
England Patriot lineman
Shelby Jordan was sentenced
in U S. District Court to two
years. in prison for sellire
cocaine.
The A's Dick Bosman lasted
Only 2 2-3 innings in his first
1976 start, giving up three runs
in the first when Cleveland
had four singles, including one
by Buddy Bell who raised his
average to .385.
The 3-3 tie was broken in the
A's fifth when reliever Stan
Thomas made a throwing
error and walked three men,
Cesar Toyer with the bases
loaded to force in a run.
Cleveland got just one hit in 4
2-3 innings against Jim Todd
but got to F'ingers quickly,
tying the score in the ninth
when Alan Ashby, Rick
Manning and Duane Kuiper
singled.
Tom Buskey, 1-1, second
Cleveland reliever, got the
pitching victory and Dave La-
Riche earned a save with. a
strong 10th inning per-
formance ending with three
straight pitches which struck
out Phil Garner with the bases
loaded.
The Indians went over the
.500 mark • with the victory,
their fifth in the last seven
games, and the A's fell to .500.
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) —
Glenn Resch provided
perhaps the best analysis of
the position the New York
Islanders now find themselves
in as they prepare for
tonight's fourth game of their
National Hockey League
semifinal series against the
Montreal Canadiens.
"It's going to take quite an
effort on our part to turn this
thing aro9d," said Resch,
referring teethe 3-0 deficit the
Islanders face in the best-of-
seven Stanley Cup round.
"They (Montreal) are the
best team I've played against
in a long time," he said. "They
are constaptly driving. They
come at you in waves. Maybe
Philadelphia might do that,
but they don't have as much
finesse.
"We have to hit them more
and we can't let them free-
wheel ... We just go in spurts
and that's not enough against
a team like this."
Resch, who made his first
start of the series Saturday
night, is likely to start again'
tonight. There are indications
Coach Al Arbour may do some
line juggling in an effort to
turn the Islanders around.
New York, of course, has
been behind in series before.
They came from three games
down to take the Pittsburgh
Penguins in a seven-game
quarter-final last year and
bowed to the Philadelphia
Flyers in a seven-game
semifinal after trailing 3-0.
This year, they advanced to
the semifinals the hard way,
losing their first two games to
Buffalo in the quarter-finals
CHICAGO 1AP ) -- Free-
agent quarterback Jerry
Tagge, a four-year pro, has
signed a contract for the 1976
season with the Chicago Bears
of the National Football
League.
The Bears announced
Monday the signing of Tagge,
who played college ball at
Nebraska. Tagge was a first-
round draft choice of the
Green Bay Packers in 1972. He
Played three seasons for the
Packers, having his most
successful year in 1973.
Tagge, who led Nebraska to
collegiate national cham-
pionships in 1970 and 1971,
spent last season with San
Antonio of the now-defunct
World Football League.
before winning four straight
from the Sabres.
Asked if the Islanders could
come back again, Resch said:
"It's hard to say. If we can
work out a few things, it
shouldn't be too much dif-
ferent than, let's say,
Philadelphia. Obviously what
we have been doing has not
been working consistently."
Left winger Clark Gillies,
who earlier in the series said
the Islanders had a lot of
pride, readily admitted a
comeback against the
Canadiens would be difficult.
"It's going to be tough now.
They play a hard game, they'
skate hard. You know our
team is never goinglo give up
Murray High dropped its
second consecutive game
Monday afternoon as the host
Tigers were mopped 8-1 by
Caldwell County.
Caldwell County scored
three times in the first frame
off freshman Alan Gibbs and
the Tigers could never get in
the game.
Gibbs went five and two-
thirds innings and gave up six
runs, four of which were
earned. Gibba fanned eight,
walked six and beetled two
batters.
Larry Watkins finished up in
relief and did not give up any
earned runs while allowing
two hits and fanning two.
Murray's lone run came in
the third when Bo McDougal
reached on an error with one
out and Lindsey Hudspeth
followed with an infield single.
Tony Bayless then creamed a
hard single into left and the
What else can you say? It's
going to be tough."
The consensus in the
Islanders' camp is that the
team must put together a solid
60 minutes of hockey in order
to send the series back to
Montreal for a fifth game
Thursday night.
Montreal would like to finish
off the Islanders tonight and
rest before the final series
against the winner of the
Philadelphia Flyers-Boston
Bruins semifinal. Phil-
adelphia holds a 2-1 edge.
"I'd like to see the series
finish Tuesday night," said
Canadiens left winger Yvon
Lambert. "We know it's not
over yet. But I'm sure
everybody is going to be
working hard to get it over
with as soon as possible."
Tigers trailed only 3-1.
But Caldwell County added
a run in the fourth and two
more in each of the sixth and
seventh frames to make a
route of the contest.
Murray had seven hits in the
contest with McDougal
picking up a pair. Also hitting
safely were Mickey
McCuiston, Hudspeth,
Bayless, Joe Graves and Tony
Thurmond.
The Tigers, now 11-7 on the
season, play at Tilghman
















FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGEt4C1
177 South 7th seee 247-1289 Moyfis441
Open B am.to 5 p.m. Mon thru Fri.
8 a.m. to 12 p.m Saturday
Ste 14,1te 4,r 7)(14erso,-  4), Armes *hoe You Wait
Vie Honor The Same Credit C,a,ds =
The Auirnes Do' Such As
HOTELS-CRUISES RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
#4r f,anit (Irene) Reny, Manager
Two Ways To Deposit Your Social Security Check
Now you can arrange for the
direct deposit of your social security
check into your savings or checking
account.
There's no need to rush to the bank
and stand in line. Ask any of our
tellers and we'll make the
arrangements for maximum
security tor your social security.
Just one stop at Peoples
Bank.. then you can sit back and
leave the footwork to Uncle Sam and
Peoples Bank.
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Den 1, Pack 57 Cub Scouts, of Carter School recently made a visit to the Murray-Calloway County Public Library.Mrs. Margaret Trevathan conducted a tour and showed the boys a film on Ky. Wildlife. Pictured are: front row left toright - Michael JohnSon, Bobby Brandon, Rusty Wright, Michael Morgan, and Kevin Wolf. Middle row - Jerry Mc-Cuiston, David Moffit, Phillip Carter, Mark McClard, Mrs. Trevathan, and Bret Waugh. Back row - Mary Ann Carter,Den leader, Jay Wells, and David RandolplaJhe boys checked out books and records, which helped them to earnsome achievement badges.
Photo by Gerald Carter
Jill Raymond Says She Still Has
Some Fight Despite Year In Jail
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
A Kentucky woman says she
still has some fight left in her
after spending more than a
year in jail for refusing to
answer federal grand jury
questions about two women
wanted by the FBI.
Jill Raymond, 23, walked
from the Madison County Jail
at Richmond, Ky., at midnight
Monday, a free woman at
least for the present.
The term of the federal
grand jury at Lexington, Ky.,
that wanted to question her
had expired by law, and with
no new grand jury empaneled,
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"I wouldn't say this has
completely demolished me,
that I don't have anything left
inside to fight with. That's not
true. I do," she told about 20
supporters and more than a
dozen reporters who gathered
at the jail to await her release.
"It feels good and it is good in
a lot of ways."
Asked if she would go to jail
again rather than testify, she
replied, "under the same
circumstances. . . sure."
The grand jury sought in-
formation about Susan Saxe
and Katherine Power, who
were -wanted by the FBI in
connection with the slaying of
a Boston policeman during a
bank robbery in 1970. Ms. Saxe
was arrested last summer.
The two were thought to
have lived in Lexington under
assumed names in the sum-
mer of 1974.
Six persons were sub-
poenaed, refused to testify,
and were ordered imprisoned
March 8, 1975, by U.S. District
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan.
After a few weeks, five agreed
to talk and were set free.
Ms. Raymond remained
silent, however, and has been
imprisoned since then in the
Bell County Jail at Pineville,
Ky., the Franklin County Jail
at Frankfort, Ky., and the
Madison County Jail.
Her attorney, Mary Emma
Hixson of Louisville, said
sending Ms. Raymond to jail
for refusing to testify
"stripped her of her Fifth
Amendment rights.
It was an excellent
example of the FBI and the
U.S. attorney's office con-
spiring together to use a
people's jury for their own
investigatory ends," Ms.
Hixson said.
The maximum term for a
federal grand jury is 18
months, and the 18 months for
the panel that subpoenaed Ms.
Raymond expired at mid-
night. With the end of the
grand jury's term. Ms.
Raymond could no longer
purge herself of contempt by
answering its questions, and
the, contempt charge became
legally void.
Moynahan told the panel
Monday it could consider its
term over at midnight and his
order to the jailers Monday
night specified that she not be
released until that hour.
She had gone to bed when
the order arrived, Ms. Hixson
said.
— "She said 'I can't believe it.'
She had gone to bed. She didn't
think she'd get out tonight,"
the attorney said. "They had
to get her up."
Ms. Raymond donned jeans,
a shirt and a button reading
"Keep Your Laws Off My
Body" and was brought to the
lobby of the jail, where she
chatted with the crowd until it
was time to go.
"I feel free already," she
said about 11:30 p.m. "I've
seen so many people leave but
it was never me."
She declined to elaborate on
her imprisonment or her plans
for the future, saying she
would answer such questions
at a Lexington news con-
ference Tuesday.
Her immediate eoal, she
said, was to do "normal
things—go home, sleep . . .
renew my drivers license and
talk humanly to people."
Ms. Raymond could be
subpoenaed by a new grand
jury and sent back to prison
for contempt if she again
refused to testify.
Generally, because of case
loads and the requirements of
the speedy trial act, a new
federal grand jury is exn-
paneled fairly quickly after its
predecessors term expires
But no new federal grand
jury was empaneled Monday
in Lexington, and Moynahan
declined to comment on
whether a new panel, when
named, would be likely to turn
its attention to Ms. Raymond.
Filibuster Holding Up
Action On FEC Measure
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
senator, asserting his right to
talk endlessly, is blocking
final congressional action on
the Federal Election Com-
mission bill that would restore
.the flow of taxpayer funds to
presidential candidates.
The candidates, cut off from
access to federal campaign
funds six weeks ago, now face
further delay.
The filibustering senator is
Lowell Weicker Jr., R-Conn.,
who said Monday he hoped to
generate public demand for




Effective Wednesday, May 5, 1976 we will be conducting a
hearing clinic in the office of Dr. V. W. Etherton, 201 N. 5th.
Complete hearing analysis will be conducted FREE of charge.-
Repair on any make hearing aid, batteries for all aids. We willbe at the office of Dr. Etherton each Wednesday in the future
from 9:00 A.M. until 2:00 P.M. We look forward to seeing our old
friends in the Murray area and making new friends. The testswill be conducted by Mr. R. Dean Smith, co-owner of Guys
Hearing Aid Center, Route 5, Benton (Aurora). Kentucky statelicensed hearing aid specialists. Dealer of Miracle Ear,
Fidelity, Danavox, Electone, Radio-Ear hearing aids.
Come by and see us Wednesday at the office of...
Dr. V. W. Etherton
201 N. 5th
Murray, Ky.
Or telephone 474-8847 any day for a personal
appointment.
Weicker said he wanted
assurances from the
Democratic and Republican
leadership that there would be
votes before the July 4 recess
on measures to create a strong
committee to oversee in-
telligence agencies, to require
full financial disclosure by
elected officials and to
guarantee privacy of in-
dividual income tax returns,
Weicker, who was a
member of the Senate
Watergate committee, first
made his demands in a letter
sent last week to every
senator, but the leadership
responded that the measures
he wanted acted upon still
were pending in committees.
The FEC bill seemed
headed for the White House
until Weicker took the floor. It
passed the House on Monday
by a vote of 291 to 81. The
Senate then took it up im-
mediately.
The measure approved by
the House was a compromise
hammered out in a Senate-
House conference committee
watched closely by President
Ford.
Key Republicans in the
Senate have urged Ford to
sign it, despite provisions they
oppose, but Ford again
refused Monday to say
whether he will sign or veto
the measure.
The FEC dispute began
when the Supreme Court ruled
in February that all members
of the commission had to be
presidential appointees if the
panel were to disburse
campaign funds.
Ford has repeatedly called
upon Congress to enact a bill
satisfying the court's demand
but doing no more.
But Democrats insisted on
making other changes in
campaign laws, particularly
those dealing with the
authority of unions and cor-
porations to solicit campaigr.
contributtons for (-estimates
Congressional Report And Butz Differ
On Effects Of Selling Grain To Russia
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butt says the country has
plenty of grain to export, but a
report prepared for Congress
says if much more is sold this
season American consumers
will see a significant rise in
*1"41ptz saidricesBu Monday there is
-a likely prospect" that more
grain will be sold to the
Russians. The Soviets have
bought 16.2 million metric tons








be less than one-
grThainatsawleostil. d
half the 8.5 per cent gain of
1975 and far below the jumps
of 14.5 per cent in each of the
two previous years. According
to USDA records, a food-price
increase of 3 to 4 per cent
would be the smallest since a
gain of 3 per cent in 1971.
But the Congressional
Budget Office said Monday
that if grain exports were
increased by 10 million tons
from previous expectations —
about 13 per cent from what
the Agriculture Department
has been saying — consumers
might see a 1 per cent boost in
food prices within a year,
meaning an increase on top of
what might otherwise occur.
"Consumers would have to
pay higher food prices, yet
they would also benefit from
improved accessibility to
foreign products," the report
said. "Farmers who raise
crops would benefit from
higher incomes, while the
incomes of those raising
livestock would eventually
fall."
But the report said, "There
is no attempt to conclude
whether an increase in grain
exports to the Soviet Union or
to other countries is on
balance 'good' or 'bad."
Total grain exports, in-
cluding wheat, corn and other
feed grains, are expected to be
a record of about 80 million
metric ',ohs in the " 1975-76
season. A metric ton is 2,205
pounds.
Even counting the new
Soviet agreement, which calls
for Russia to buy six million to
eight million tons of corn and
wheat annually and more if
the two countries agree, the
department says tentatively
that grain exports are likely t, •
declineriext season.
Thus, according to the
Agriculture Department, even
if the Russians buy more grain
than appears the case now,
there is a good chance U.S.
grain reserves will build up by
the time 1977 crops are ready
if farmers get normal growing
weather over the next few
months and harvest bumper
1976 crops.
Anti-Busing Bills Generate
Little Interest From Public
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—
Two anti-busing bills that
drew crowds of demonstrators
during the 1976 General
Assembly have generated
little public interest since they
became law.
-I have not heard a single
thing from the public) about
either of them," James
Graham, stateSuperintendent
of Public Instruction, said
Monday.
He acknowledged he was
somewhat surprised by the
lack of public reaction, since
the bills were among the most
volatile issues of the recent
legislative session.
The two measures became
law more than a month ago,
when they were signed by
Gov. Julian Carroll. Most
other legislation will not
become law until June 19, but
these carried emergency
clauses.
State officials said the
legislation is in effect, but
that's about all they can say
for their impact.
House Bill 168, which passed
in the final hours of the session
after cl push from. the
governor, was by far the most
hotly debated of the two.
Basically it prevents state
funds from being used to pay
for transporting pupils beyond
schools of the appropriate
grade level closest to their
homes. The bill theoretically
would require some refiguring
of per pupil transportation
costs by education officials.
But even though the law is
on the books, education
department spokesmen are
not rushing to make any
changes.
In the first place, they ex-
pect the courts to find the law
unconstitutional.
'We're quite confident the
court will change it,' said
Arnold Guess, deputy director
of the Bureau of Finance and
Administration in the state
Education Department.
And even if it is found
constitutional. Guess said it
probably won't have any ef-
fect on the department's
calculation of the minimum
foundation program until next
year. The Public School
Foundation Program is based
on expenses for the prior year,
and adjusted for the current
year," he said.
More than 22,000 Jefferson
County pupils are being bused
this year under an order from
U.S. District Court at
Louisville.
Judges James Gordon
dismissed a suit by Carroll
which contended that the
federal government should
offset the increased cost of
busing for purposes of
desegregation, but reopened
the suit to consider the con-
stitutionality of HB 168.
The other anti-busing bill
affects not only Jefferson
County, but every school
district in the state.
It permits children to enroll
in the school of an appropriate
grade level closest to home.
However, education
department officials said they
knew of no inquiries from
parents or students regarding
the measure.
We haven't received any
communication at all," Guess
said.
Paul Junes, director of pupil
transportation for the
Education Department, said
he thought it would be up to
local school districts to
determine if they would
provide transportation in each
such case.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.4,
down 0.7.
Below dam 301.0, down 1.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.9,
down 0.2.
Below dam 302.5, down 0.2.
Sunset 7:47. Sunrise 5:99.
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Bel-Air Decor Store
Formerly Hughes Paint Store
A Full Week's Worth of Grand Opening
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found they could save money
during April if they were
careful about which items
they selected, an Associated
Press marketbasket survey
shows. Pork chops and all-
-beef frankfurters went down
in price; coffee, chopped
chuck and butter vient up.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
food and nonfood items,
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973, and
has rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
Among the latest findings:
—The bill at the checklist
store declined during April in
eight cities, down an averue
of almost 2kx per cent. The bill
increased at the checklist
store in five cities, up a little
more than 1 per cent. On an
over-all basis, the bill at the
checklist stores was just over
1 per cent lower at the start of
May than It was a month
earlier.
In contrast, during March,
the marketbasket total
increased at the checklist
store in eight cities;
decreased in four, down an
average of 3.2 per cent; and
was unchanged in one. The
over-all average of the bill at
the checklist stores was
almost 1 per cent higher than
it was at the beginning of the
month.
—Most of April's savings
were at the meat counter and
reflected higher supplies of
some products. The cost of a
pound of all-beef frankfurters
declined at the checklist store
in seven cities, and the price of
center cut pork chops was
down in eight cities. At the
same time, chopped chuck
went up at the checklist store
in six cities, partly because
farmers are rebuilding their
herds and have stopped
slaughtering the cows that
were often turned into the
cheaper cuts like hamburger.
—Coffee prices, which have
been increasing since last
summer's frodeMestroyed
much of the Brazilian crop,
went up again at the checklist
store in six cities. In two
cities, New York and Boston,
the price neared $2 a pound.
Wholesale prices now range
around $2.10 a pound, but it
will take two or three months
for the full impact of the boost
to reach consumers. In ad-
dition, many stores sell coffee
at a price below the wholesale
level in an effort to lure
customers to buy other items.
—Comparing prices at the
start of May with those a year
earlier, the AP survey found
that on an over-all basis, the
marketbasket bill was up at
the checklist stores by a little
more than 2 per cent.
—Butter prices, which
declined at the start of the
year, have started creeping up
again as demand for milk
increases with hot weather.
The price of a pound of butter
was up at the checklist store in
seven cities.
The items on the AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice con-
centrate, coffee, paper towels,
butter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy peanut
butter, laundry detergent,
fabric softener, tomato sauce,
chocolate chip cookies, milk,
all-beef frankfurters and
granulated sugar. •
The cities checked were: ,
Albuquerque, N.M.; Atlanta;
Boston; Chicago; Dallas;
Detroit; Los Angeles; Miami;
New York; Philadelphia;
Providence, R.I.; Salt Lake
City; and Seattle.
— Twelve students this week successfully completed the 12-week Boating Safety-and
Seamanship course offered on the M.S.U. campus by Flotilla 27-5 of the US. Coast
Guard Auxiliary in cooperation with the Department of Physical Education. Receiving
their certificates from Neale B. Mason, Public Education Officer of the Murray-Kenlake
Flotilla are, left to right, Melvin Atchison, Jim Anderson, Gaye Gulick, Catherine Kay,
David Ashburn, Vicki Dale, Charles Enoch and C. Rex Enoch. Others completing the
course but who were not present for the picture are David Lyons, Carl Marquess, Mary
Moran and Charles Reeves.
WASHINGTON A,P) —
"Did you know that hunger
hurts?" a religious charity
said in an appeal for con-
tributions that was mailed to
thousands of Americans.
"Children in our missions'
cry thostly because they are
hungry," said the solicitation,
which contained a picture of a
child. "I'll be disappointed if
you turn me down ... not
because you will hurt me
personally but because you
may be denying some poor
child in our missions a ration
of rice" the appeal continued.
tinued.
The solieitatipn was mailed
by the Pallottine Fathers. a
Catholic missionary order
whose Baltimore mission
carried out ma i 1 -a ppea ls.
Americans, responding to
this and other appeals, con-
tributed an estimated $8
million to $15 million annually
to the Pallottines.
State Police To Have More Power Under New Measure
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky State Police will
gain new powers June 19 to
operate within first-class to
fifth-class cities, and they
intend probes into narcotics
and organized crime in such
communities.
State police already operate
by invitation in Kentucky's
larger cities.
The expanded powers,
which put state police on an
equal footing with local police
in smaller communities, are
granted them in a law passed
by the 1976 General Assembly.
'Problems areas are the
smaller cities, and there will
be ,an increase in in-
vestigations of narcotics and
organized crime in those
cities," said U. Col. Lewis
Babb, head of the state police
investigation division.
He said narcotics and
organized crime are
"definitely becoming greater
problems as the state becomes
more industrialized."
Babb would not name
specific cities where in-
vestigations are planned for
fear it "would tip them- Off
where we plan to do some
work."
State Police Commissioner
Truett Ricks explained how
state police plan to operate
under the new law.
Some legislators objected
when it was passed that it was
a "dangerous extension of
police power."
Ricks said he doesn't intend
to expand the state police
force, however, "and I don't
The first incorporated com-
munity west of the Rocky
Mountains was Oregon City in







WILLARD, Utah 1API —
Melvin Dummar, former
miner, milkman, quiz-show
contestant and possible heir to
part of Howard -Hughes'
fortune, has a penchant for
picking up hitchhikers. His
father says that "is the best
job he ever done."
Dummar went into hiding
Friday to escape a barrage of
inquiries from reporters about
his acquaintance with the late
recluse, who according to an
unverified will left him a
fortune.
The 31-year-old Dummar,
who says a hitchhiker he once
picked up claimed to be
Hughes, was scheduled to hold
a news conference Friday. But
it was cancelled because
Dummar was reported
heavily sedated and under a
doctor's care for a nervous
condition.
Ron Brown, a cousin ap-
pointed by the family to serve
as spokesman, said nurnmar
would hold the news con-
ference today.
Dummar's father, Arnold,
said his son suffered "an
emotional dollapse" after
learning that he was named in
Hughes purported will as
beneficiary of one-sixteenth of
the billionaire's estate.
Estimates place the value of
'rugheS' &tare aS
billion. One-sixteenth of that,
before taxes, would be more
than $150 million.
"He's a good-hearted boy,
out very emotional," the elder
Lummar said of his son, who
operates a gas station in this
community of 1,045 about 50
miles north of Salt Lake City.
Du:nmar said . his son
sometmes cries Wylie wat-
ching television. He also said
he makes it a habit never to
turn dewn a hitchhiker's
request kr a ride.
"He's a go-getter, a real
hustler," the father said,
picking up a hitchhiker was
the best job he ever done."
Before retiring from public
view, Dummar recalled the
incident in January 1968 that
was his introduction to the
man who identified himself as
Hughes. He said he picked the
man up on a dirt road in the
Nevada desert and dropped
him behind the Sands Hotel in
Las Vegas, where Hughes
lived at the time.
Dummar said he loaned the
man a quarter and added, "I
thought he was a bum."
He learned Thursday of the
unverified will found at the
Salt lake City headquarters of
the Church of Jesus Christ of
latter-day Saints Mormon)! 
and turned over to authorities
inns Veg`he.NOv''-
think that the Kentucky State
Police will ever or should ever
take over law enforcement at
the local level.
"After this bill becomes
effective, and if you lived in
Lexington and your house was
burglarized, you could call us
Super Shooter
• Uses 5 different
kinds of Polaroid
instant film





and we could investigate it
and not notify the local police
department. But we don't plan
on doing that," Ricks said.
He said circumstances
could arise that would cause
state police to intervene, such
as failure of local police to
Electric Zip.
The camera for kids











Ricks said the state police
procedure, if local police
failed to act on a local problem
such as gambling, would
probably be to write to the
local police, and if nothing
were done, to call or visit
them.
"If after that, nothing is
done, we'll go in," Ricks said.
"But it's not going to be our
intention of running into a city
to try to embarrass the
mayor, the city council or the
Howe , authorities say
most of the money did not go
to hungry children like the
one pictured in the fund-
raising solicitation. The
consumer protection division
of the Maryland attorney
general's office estimates that
only-around lb per cent of the
money raised by the Pallot-
tines went to the missions
abroad.
• Most of the money paid 'for
the mass mailings with other
portions going to real estate
and other investments.
Revelations of mass-
mailing methods used by
some charities are spurring
*Corrgrese' to take a- look-at
charitable appeals, an area
once almost immune to
federal regulation. Three
different types of regulatory
legislation are under con-
sideration on Capitol Hill.
The strongest of these
measures, eKpected to be
local police officials."
Ricks also said he believes
state police "can do certain
things better than local units
of government. It's very
difficult for a small com-
munity to put together an
undercover narcotics team."
approved by the House POst
Office Committee on Tblar-
sday, would require a charity
to state in any mail apal
what portion of funds raised in
the last year actually pas
used for the charitable mir-
pose. ,
The Postal Service suppers
the bill, sponsored by Rtp.
Charles H. Wilson, D-Ca.lif.
However, the bill hasn't
-reeelved -the support of-any
charity. "The approach of the
bill is not what most of the
organizations in the National
Health Council would wail,"
said Barney Sellers of the.
council, which represents, 21
neatth charities. -• '
Sellers said the
organizations generally prefer
a bill offered by Rep. Lionel
Van Deerlin, D-Calif. This bill
would require charities to
send a report containing
financial data to anyone who
asks for it. Many charities
already mail such reports on
request. The Van Deerlin bill
is pending in a House com-
merce subcortithittee.
The third bill, sponsored by
Sen. Walter Mondale,' D-
Minn., would require charities
to spend at least half of their
collections on a charitable





• Beautiful color pictures develop before your eyes in minutes.
• Takes pictures from 3' to infinity outdoors, 3' to 12' with flash
Bel-Air Shopping Center „,erf,a T
Limit Rights H' Acres of Free Parking
• Limit one per cUotornei
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3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain





of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5p.m.
ox weekends.
2 Notice
















Apply in person, Dixie
Cream Donut, no phone
calls.
CAR HOP needed for full
or part time. . Day or







FULL TIME night help.
No phone calls. Apply in -
person only from 7 a.m. -
11 a.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at
Burger Queen.
PERSON-CLEAN and










sceetlele ere evelleleo epee
enter., or oiling isaisside
150-432- 1234 Ask
for *joy Packet, fkr sawn P 0
I
lies 1075 lasismapaillis Wilms
44204
An equal 4pport truty employer
VIELL,TGLL THAT SNIYELING PIPSQUEAK
TO GET HIMSELF HOME, PRONTO.'.'
OFF THE anA5K?
 11-40-RJAArr-41-1 DETTFR TAKE. A
LCOK AT THIS-W.4AT- I f7FFL MAN, 14N'5FE











ng June 7, 1976
through June 11, 1976
from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and June 12
from 8:00 a.m. to




All applications must ,
be completed by







qualify for • in-
terview:
1. AGE • Mut Is el had ts
Ivan ef sp. --




3. APTITUDE TEST - 5-721.5
the Employment Office.
4 PHYSICAL CONDITION -
























will be selected in or-



















and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Ky., or call 435-4197.
PROM DRESS in ex-
cellent cadition, colon











The Right woman can























Net tervallty antstir7ise4 cam
posy Sooting for specietty
seiossem teeth es Wee* too
prommaikets, ammo& Iamb
lead. I riseclbses , yowling,
heeler plea, shutter
peke friendlier's, etc
Oer too producers We
123,500 te 550,000 clew
raissosets per year Saw he
able to travel ortartoively
sail We. • rind cer Most
drive to Champs fair see
.ilwicteeeet""f 
Is
mworto we er.sis lie
fiane tradeable. Call NU
01111soe, tell tree ter et
litioreel reformations aM
Ferment iriawHeas e5 OM
411 1014, es Marrahre We
Friday artworks I a. m. swel
5 p. m.
9. Situations Wanted
YOUNG MEN looking for
odd jobs. Painting,
Interior and exterior,














Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
14. Want To Buy
QUICK CASH WILL BUY
furniture by the piece or
houseful, most anything
of value. Call 753-0154.
GOOD USED Farmall
tractor, Super A or C.
Prefer 42" belly mower,
but not necessary. Call
767-4055.
NEED BURLEY plants,
will pay part cost on
plant bed. Call 753-9819.
15.Articles For Sale
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.





World and Its People,
F:ncyclopedia
Americana. Phone 753-
3123 after 4:30 p.m.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre.




pieces if good used
metal roofing. Call 492-
55 GALION Ortl'MS,
only a few left Thornton























Phone 767-4252 after 6:00
17. vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple





















TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both from




FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
ONE ROW corn picker,
pull type, good con-
dition. Two row
cultivator 3 point hitch, 2
row corn drill, 72 AC




and mower. Call 437-
4620.
TWO ROW HOLLAND
tobacco setter Four row




Ready to sail with many





convertible top, 35 h.p.
Johnson electric start
and boat trailer. Call
753-6036.
28' X 8' MONARCH
DELUXE Pontoon, 1974
model with 70 h.p
Evinrude motor, used
only 15 hours Fully





back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct,
15' CRESTLINER ski
boat and trailer, $450.00.




with 40 h.p. Johnson and
aluminum Barrentine
trailer. Ready to go.
$1150. Call 753-7846.
TRAILER FOR FLAT























Plastic put under house.




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








stimatic 20, camera and








27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 WINSTON, 2
bedroom, central air
and heat. All electric.
Call 489-2317 or 489-2348.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1971 KINGSWOOD 12 x 65
two bedroom, 2 bath,
central air and heat.
Call 489-2666 or 489-2348.
1972 12 x 65 MOBIEL
HOME, excellent
condition, 2 bedroom,
central air, washer and
dryer. Call 753-0900.
SPARTAN 8 x 36 all
electric, carpeted,
located on private lot
that can be rented.
$1500. Call 753-9033
between 8 a.m. and 5
o.m. or 1-898-2222
1970 COUNTRY MANOR





on nice lot 100' by 260'. A
new well. Call 992-8195.
7 Mobile Hume Sales
1959 MOBILE HOME on 2




electric, 12 x 65, two
baths, two bedrooms.
Call 753-4935. After 6
p.m. call 436-5424.
1973 ATLANTIC mobile
home, 12 x 16, 2
bedroom, new car-






home, 8 x 45 in Murray.
Call 442-4416, 1105 Lone
Oak Road, Paducah, Ky.
12 X 60 TRAILER at
Croppie Hollow Shores.
Good well, wall to wall
carpet, window air
condition. Call 436-2560
12 X AO 1970 JETLIN-
NER.Fully furnished
Underpinning $4,800
For information call 753-
9743.
12 X 65 TWO BEDROOM 2
baths, washer and
dryer. Underpinning..
Can be seen at 133




BTU to 5,000 BTU. We




Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, two
bedroom, all electric,





12 x 50 THREE bedroom
all electric home,
deposit required located ,
in Riviera Cts. Familyl




TRAILER ALSO trailer -.
space. Call after 4:30,
753-2993,
MALE STUDENT wants
to room for summer.
Must be air conditioned
and less than $50.00. Call
767-2827.
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-6672.
LOOKING FOR 2
bedroom house for I
married couple and well:
behaved dog. Call 767-






north of Murray. Call
753-4418.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for 2 near
University. Available










extra nice, water fur-








lots of closets, car-
peting. garbage disposal-
and air condition. Can







Call 782-6341 days, 753-
1398 after 5 p.m. and
weekends.

















































































































couple and well I
dog. Call 767- -































n at Owens Food
t, 1407 W. Main.







fter 5 p.m. and
da.
LY
DIAL DIRECT. .753-1916 . . .$1" m....ZETI.Efitonrier4D4efr
40°) 4 41 21%tt
SEND A HAPPY AD FOR SMILE FACE IN AD MINIMUM 1" DEEP $1.90





MSU campus. Call or
see Gary Duncan at 1602
Olive, Apt. 3, phone 753-












ment located next to
White Hall, adjacent to











hookup, central heat and
air Patio. 5150.00 per
month. Call 753-7550.













34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, fully furnished, all
electric, located 1.5
miles East of Murray,











lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
AKC SCHNAUZERS
puppies. Champion




• ig.„, will have an opening in their Shoe Deportme











May 4th and May 5th
Soybean Growers



















is the most important thing to consider when
building a new home. No other factor is so im-
portant to your enjoyment of your new home, or
in retaining its value. This lot in Riverwood Sub-
division is one of the best in Murray, and you








RIPE, pick your own.
Four miles West of Tr--
City on Highway 83.
Watch for signs. Hoyt F.
Adams Strawberry
Farm, Route 1.
Mayfield, Ky. Call 1-382-
2360.
41 Public Sales
GARAGE SALE at 1616
College Farm Road,
Thursday, May 6, from 8





CLEAN AND NEAT 3
bedroom frame home,
conveniently located
near city school. Nicely




Ideal for young couple.
Call 753-8080 or come by





with 2 baths, central
heat and air, carpets,
built-Ms in kitchen, one
with oversized 2 car
garage, 2 with 1 car
garage. Two have 1575
sq. ft. living area and
one with 1900 sq. ft.
2Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four





this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real
Estates, 505 Main S.,
Murray, 753-0101-7531 or
Bob Rodgers 753-7118.
55 ACRES, ONE MILE
North of Murray on the
Old Benton Road, just




with beautiful view of
lake. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for further details.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
MODERN THREE
BEDROOM house and 9




1222 for further details.
44 lots For Sale
ACRE AND LA located on
641 North Call 753-8527.
45 Farms For Sale
HILL ADAMS ARM on
Coldwater and
Backusborg Rd.. Hwy
1836. 48 acres good
bottom land. Call 489-
2131.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
FRAME house kitchen,
den, living room, bath
and utility building. All
drapes, garbage
disposal, built-in range
with double oven and
rotisserie. Carpeted





49. Used Cars & Trucks






"IIOU NEVER 1-HROw AWAY A WINKIER
46. Homes For Sale
LARGE 10 ROOM
FRAME house close to
University, make an
offer. Call 753-9485.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
MOVING MUST SELL'
10 room frame home
with large lot near
University. Lots of
space and attractive




brick on Dorae road,
Gas heat, central air,
kitchen builtins,
fireplace in den, city
school district.
Immediate possession.













HOME near high school,
2 baths, large recreation
room. Carpeted, built-in
appliances, large corner
lot. For sale by owner.
Call 753-7853.
BY OWNER-Price
reduced for quick sale.
Three bedroom frame in
Murray. Phone 753-7573.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage, apple
trees. 2 outbuildings,
garden spot, all on over
1 acre. Two miles Sou,h
of Bel Aire Shopping
Center on 641. Call 753-
0154.
SMALL FARM, house
and 5 acres. Edge of
Graves County in Bell










BRICK, central air and
heat, garage, covered
patio, carpet, drapes,
1607 Parklane. Call 753-
3604.
HOUSE ON 2 acre lot in
good condition. Three





chevrolet, four on the
floor, 327 engine, good
body and tires. Can
assume payments or
pay cash. Call 753-2810.
11' TRAILER. camper.





with low mileage. Call
753-5846.
47 Motorcycles
1972 YAMAHA 350 road
bike. $325.00. Call 767-
=7.
1973 YAMAHA 100 LT 2
dirt, street bike Never
ridden in dirt. Like
brand new. 90 mpg. 3000
miles, $350.00. Call Steve
753-7717.





1973 HONDA CB-350 with
lots of extras. Call 753-
6000.
48. Automotive Service
FOUR 15" x 8" chrome
wheels for Ford truck or
jeep, two 14" x 16"
chrome wheels for
Chevrolet. Call 4354467
49 Used Cars & Trucks





Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
1969 CHEVY MALIBU





Impala, 2 door, 327, 3
speed $22500 Call 436-
5414
1968 BUICK ELECTRA,
needs work, make offer.
Call 436-2107 after 6.









dition, 4 new tires,
auxiliary' tank, under
40,000 miles For sale or
trade for a late model
pickup. Call 753-7919
after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE 1956 GMC
pickup. Good condition.




Call 492-8866 or 492-8292.
1957 FORD Fairlane, 4
doors, runs but needs
work. $100.01 Call J.T.
Lee 753-9215 -Pr 7624158
after 11 p.m. Monday-
Thursday.
1971 FORD RANCHERO
Squire. 01500. Call 753--
5093.
1975 AUDI 100LS, 20,000















black vinyl top, new
tires. $1995.00. Call 436-
5570.
1954 CHEVROLET truck.
Runs good. Call 753-8351.
1957 FORD runs good.
$150.00 or best offer. Call
767-2751.
1964 FORD, short wheel
base, pickup, excellent
shape, radial tires, new
paint. Call 753-7765 or
see at 1617 Catalina
Drive.
1971 PLYMOUTH
DUSTER slant 6, 2 door.
Call 753-5713.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air condition, one owner,
$1,295. Call 753-4445.














very reasonable. Can be
seen at Whites Used Car
Lot, East 94 highway, 3




and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.
nittBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.












struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001, Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN BY SEARS save on
these high heat and
cooling bills, call Larry












home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




KELLY WOODS IS now is
plumbing business for
himself. Licensed
Master Plumber for any
plumbing needs. Call




1, extremely good rates.
Call 7534960,
PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of ex-
perience. By the job or
by the hour, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.












and exterior. Let Bob do






. Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.









vice. No job too small.




and dirt. Call 4374533,









JUNK CARS picked up,















rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
CUSTOM MADE drapes,
you pay only for
material used. Over 150
patterns, 15 per cent off
during month of May





'New Operation All Confinement 360 Sons
'Salary - Bonus with Benefits Excellent
• Some Swine Experience Necessary



















$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades and
saws sharpened 94 E. to
280 E. past saw mill road
across bridge first







and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading -
Call 753-7370 or 7534156.
54 Free Column
TWO GERMAN Shepherd
male puppies, 8 weeks
old. To be given away to
good owner. Call 436-
2456, New Concord.
NOTICE
Mayor and Common Council of
City of Murray, Ky. will be
receiving sealed bids for
bituminous asphalt paving for
approximately 41/2. miles of
street in City of Murray for the
Murray Street Department.
Bids will be received through
Monday at 5 p.m., May 10th at
the Office of City Clerk. Suc-
cessful bidder will be required to
furnish $5,000 security bond.
Mayor and City Council can
select lowest or best bid and
reserves the right to reject any
or all bids.
'53 SKYLARK
SHE WAS BUCKS 50TH ANNIVERSARY PRIZSENT To &nos
icauts. STANDARD WERE BU/CPCS NEW 'FIREBALL' CINV
VEt ENGINE BORRAN I WIRE WHEELS, TWIN -TURBINE
'DYNAFLOW' AUTO TRW•05, PCAVER STEERING AND
BRAKES, SELEC.IWN IC' AD10 W111-1 FOOT STATION
CHANGER, EL EC,TR1C ANTENNA, AND C.J40+CE OF
COLORS Or LEATHER uPwOLSTERY, NO OPTIONS!
SHE WAS THE FORERUNNER OF BuICK RIVIERA'S
.73150441- CAR' CONCEPT. LESS THA,N 1700 SKY-
LARKS WERE BUILT...
- 
OVER 20 YEARS AGO-snananosas tatG)NE -oaiv V8, 322 CU.IN, 188 BHP
LENGTN-2114r,WHYT4i.749•, 1496NT-4r- iWIDGOT- 4.$5.
PERFORMANCEs 0-50 11P4 IN 10.5 SEC, TDP SPEED 103 MAC
AVERAGE FUEL MILEAGE - 15.4 MPG.




'The Store For Men
Murray. Ky.
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral services for Dr.
Morgan E. Sisk, Jr., are being
held today at p.m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church with
Rev. Stephen Davenport of-
ficiating.
Active pallbearers are Will
Ed Stokes, Dr. Dawson
Durrett, David Sisk, Frank
Austin, Franklin Rogers, and
Bill Bell. Honorary
pallbearers are the faculty
and graduate students of the
Department of Biological
Sciences, Dr. Marshall
Gordon, dean of the College of
Environmental Sciences,
James Greer, assistant to the
dean, all of Murray State
University, alumni of Sigma
Chi social fraternity, mem-
bers of the Murray Kiwanis
Club, and Charles Reed.
Burial will be in the
Maplelawn Cemetery,
Paducah, with the J. FT;
Churchill Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
Dr. Sisk, age 46, Associate
Professor of Biological
Sciences at Murray State, died
Sunday at 3:25 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
after suffering injuries in a
jeep accident on Highway 94
east of Murray at about one
p.m. Sunday. lie was director
of 'Murray State's Hunter
Hancock Biological Station on
Kentucky Lake and was well
known for his research. He
had been at Murray State
since 1964. Born April 5, 1930,
at Ashland, he was the son of
Mrs. Sadie Wiley Sisk and the
late Morgan Sisk, Sr.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jane Sisk, Murray Route Six,
teacher of biology at Calloway
County High School; mother,
Mrs. Sadie Sisk, Paducah;
brother, Milan Sisk, Houston,
Texas; uncle, Fred Sisk, and
aunt, Mrs. Sue Mae Krug,
Paducah.
•
Hoy C. Flood Dies
At Hospital; Rites
Being Held Today
Hoy Columbus Flood of
Symsonia Route One, for-
merly of Calloway County,
died Saturday at 5:55 p. m. at
the Benton Municipal
Hospital. He was 69 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
employe of the Modine
Manufacturing Company and
a member of the Grace
Baptist Church. Paducah.
Born September 6, 1906, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Ben Flood and
Pearl Futrell Flood.
Mr. Flood is survived by his




and Mrs. Ina Bachara,
Matteson, Ill.; two sons,
Delbert and Robert Flood,
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Lula Parrish, Dexter, and
Mrs. Daisy Phillips, Paducah;
two brothers, Homer,
Robinson, Ill., and Leroy,
Paducah; twelve grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Rev.
James Pepper and Rev.
Howell Spees officiating.




The funeral services for
Mrs. Blanche Lassiter of
Hamlin are being held today
at 2:30 p. m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. Ed Davis
officiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., and Richard Jones
providing the music.
L. J. Stubblefield, V. C.
Stubblefield, Henton Craig,
Carl Swisher, Raymond
Hamlin, and Euin Dick are
serving as pallbearers. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Lassiter, age 76, died
Sunday at three p. in. at the
home of her daughter, Mrs.
!Able (Mayme Lee) Roberts.
211 South 12th Street, Murray,
who survives along with a
granddaughter, Mrs. David
(Wanda Lee Rayburn, aria.a
'great granddaughter, Lee Ann
Rayburn, both of Murray.
Word has been received of
the death of Dr. T. R. M.
Howard, native of Murray,
'so died Saturday niorning at
his home in Chicago, Ill. He
was born in Murray being the
son of the late Arthur Howard
and Mary Howard Palmer.
Dr. Howard received his
early education in Murray
with encouragement and
loyalty from the late Dr. Will








and the College of Evangelist.
The doctor began his
practice at Knights and
Daughters of Nashville,
Term and was instrumental
in establishing a first class
hospital in Mt. Bayou, Miss.,
where he was surgeon-in-
chief. He moved to Chicago,
Ill., where he was founder and
director of the Friendship
Medical Center, 850 W. 103rd
Street. Dr. Howard was a past
president of the Medical
Association, and member of
the Unicorns, Omega Psi Phi
fraternity, Masonic Lodge,
and Baule Man's Club.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Helen Howard, son, Barry,
aistqa, Mx. Mabel Dillard,
Murray, and Miss Tennie
Palmer, Metropolis, Ill.,
brother, Henry Palmer,
Harvey, Ill., two nieces, and
two nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at eleven a.m.
at the Liberty Baptist Church,
4848 Kings Drive, Chicago,
III., with the A. R. Leak
Funeral Home there in charge
of the arrangements. The
body win "Re' in state at the
Friendship Medical Center,
Chicago, from eleven a.m. to
one p.m. on Wednesday.
Cecil Paschall Is
Dead At Age 63;
Rites Wednesday
Cecil Paschall died this
morning at 1:20 at the
Intensive Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 63 years of
age.
The Murray man, a resident
of 415 Sycamore Street,
Murray, was a former partner
in Paschall Truck Lines, but
later was self employed in the
trucking business. Born
March 6, 1913, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late William Chesley
Paschall and Arrie Nance
Paschall.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Exie Orr Paschall, 415
Sycamore Street, Murray;
one daughter, Miss Beverly
Paschall, Dallas, Texas; one
son, Rex Paschall, and two
grandchildren, James Cecil
Paschall and Andrew Harold
Paschall, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
one sister, Mrs. Dallas
(Maxine) Lassiter, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; one brother, 0.
T. Paschall, 410 Sycamore
Street, Murray.
Mr. Paschall was a member
of the North Fork Baptist
Church where funeral ser-
vices will be held Wednesday
at three p.m. with Dr. Bill
Whittaker and Bro. G. T.
Moody officiating. Burial will
be in the Oak Grove Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where fr-lends may call






Murray were among the 1,530
persons who attended the
weekend convention held at
Ohio County High School,
Harford, Ky., according to
Ralph Stockwell, presiding
overseer of the local
congregation.
Speakers at the convention
were. W. J. Benner on the
theme, "Are You Doing What
God Requires of You"; R. B.
Dixon who visited the Murray
congregation in January on
the subject, "The First
Evidence of Wisom from
Above" and "Doers of the
Word are Happy."
Following the Sunday
morning talk on "Dedication
and Baptism" - a baptismal
service was held.
MSU Graduate To Manage NASA Project
An East Tennessee State University professor has received a summer appointment
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Dr. Charles H. Story,
professor of Industrial Education and Technology has been named Project Manager_
for the 1976 Systems Design Institute at the Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.,
A systems specialist, Dr. Story will coordinate the efforts of 20 visiting scientists and
engineers who were selected nationally. The scientists have been assigned the task of
designing orbital transfer vehicles to work in conjunction with the 1980 Space Shuttle.
The vehicles must be suitable for transporting men and materials from low-earth orbit
or geosynchronous orbit (22300 mile altitude). The study will complement advance
program activities at the Johnson Space Center involving space stations and solar
power systems proposed by NASA.
Story has been a member of the ETSU faculty since 1965. He is a 1961 graduate of
Murray State University and holds a master's degree from Southern Illinois University.
His doctorate is from Texas A&M University. He is a native of Calloway County and is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Story, Route 7.
WASHINGTON (AP) — It is
called the "Great Writ."
Its legal name is habeas
corpus, a Latin phrase that
roughly translates to
-produce the body."
Thousands of prisoners use it
every year to try to get out of
prison. And now the Supreme
Court is showing signs of
cutting back on its use.
The most recent evidence of
that-trend came Monday as
the court rejected the appeal
of a Louisiana black man
seeking release from life in
prison for a murder corn-
alined when he was 16.
A writ of habeas corpus is a
court order to authorities such
as prison wardens to either
release a prisoner or grant
him a new trial.
Since 1867, just after the
Civil War, federal courts have
been empowered by Congress
to issue such orders to state
prison officials. Under a series
of Supreme Court rulings in
the 1950s and the 1960s, the
scope of the power was
broadened greatly.
"Its root principle is that in
a civilized society, govern-
ment must always be ac-
countable to the judiciary for
a man's imprisonment," the
court said in 1963. "If the
imprisonment cannot be
shown to conform with the
fundamental requirements of
law, the individual is entitled
to his immediate release."
Under this reasoning, the
justices authorized federal
courts to free prisoners on the




seized evidence and other
grievances. By 1974, the
number of such complaints
filed in federal courts by state
prisoners had reached 'more
than 7,000 a year.
In a case three years ago,
four of the court's present nine
justices indicated they
thought it was time to reverse
the trend. Oue of the four,
Justice ',elves F. Powell, said
federal judges should not
consider unlawful evidence
claims if the prisoner had a
lair chance to present them in
state courts. The court
currently is reviewing -that
issue.
Meanwhile, the justices




privilege of inmates to file
habeas corpus petitions as
often as they wish.
And in Monday's 6 to 1
ruling, they curbed the right to
challenge the composition of
grand juries by such petitions,
saying this can be done only if
the prisoner raised the issue at
his trial.
The prisoner, Abraham
Francis, asked the court to
overturn his murder con-
vii_tion and life term on
grounds that blacks were
underrepresented on grand
Juries by a system which
excluded day laborers.
It was this claim which the
Supreme Court said Monday
should either have been raised
at his trial or not at all.
Dissenting Justice William
J. Brennan Jr. said the
decision weakened, if not
completely overturned, a 1963
Supreme Court ruling that
only prisoners who
"deliberately bypass" state
court procedures could be
prevented from making their
constitutional claims.
Kentucky Among 45 States Facing
Penalties In HEW Welfare Program
WASHINGTON )AP)
Forty-five states face the loss
of $123.4 million in federal
matching funds this fall
because they have failed to
meet a goal for reducing
errors in the nation's major
family welfare program, the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare says.
HEW says its four-year
campaign to weed out
ineligible and overpaid
recipients from welfare rolls
has saved federal and state
taxpayers an estimated $950
million.
But ,HEW officials told
Congress on Mori-day that onlY
five states met the federal
goal of reducing errors in the
Aid to Families with
Dependent Children ( AFDC)
program by the end of last
year. The other 45 states and
the District of Columbia failed
to reach the goal and are
scheduled to lose $123.4
million in federal matching
funds.
Wieaam A. Morrill, HEW's
assi3t3nt secretary for
plaming and evaluation, said
the propo...ed penalties are
being discussed in a series of
meetings between HEW and
state officials.
There has been wiaespread
speculation that HEW will not
proceed with its plans to levy
penalties next Oct. 1 and Jan.-
Rep. Charles A. Vanik, D-.
Ohio, chairman of the House'
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
4, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buy ing Stations
Receipts Act 123 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Sows Steady .50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. *4525-4810
US 1-3 100-2401bs. 54775-48.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $46.75-47.75
US 3-4 260-2801bs $45 75-4675
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 540.00-41.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.  540,10.4150
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.  541.50-42.50
US 2-3 303-500 lbs. $39 00-40.00
Boars 32.00-35 00
The North Calloway School
Parent-Teacher Club will
meet Thursday, May 6, at 6:30
p. in. This will be a reception
followed by a potluck supper
at seven p. m. honoring the
teachers.
Installation of officers for
the coming year and a short
business meeting will follow.
Each one is invited to attend
and to bring enough food for
family plus two more, ac-




Jimmy Carter will meet at
noon Wednesday at the
Holiday Inn according to Gil
Mathis, local chairman. For
further information call 753-
6569.
WASHINGTON, a When asked what he and m-freYs fli,raheth Taylor were
discussing at the U. S. (awl here recently, ( ongressman ( arroll Hubbard, PI_ Ky.)
replied with a smilr.she asked where I was from. I told her Mayfield kentin ky She
then asked where that was. I told her midway between Benton arid'rulton
y s and means oversight
subcommittee, told the HEW
officials that "your error
reduction programs are not
working. We are meeting
today because you eontinue to
claim enormous savings in
your quality control program.
yet evidence has been
presented that the savings are
grossly exaggerated and
perhaps even nonexistent."
Moirrill said AFDC error
rates have dropped to 26 per _
cent from 41 per cent in 1972
when the so-called quality
control program began.
Misspending fell from 16
cents of every dollar •to 111.
cents and the program has cut
about 325,000 ineligible per-
sons from AFDC rolls and
corr4cted 289,000 over-
payments and 113,000 un-
derpayments, he said.
Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oklahoma and South
Dakota achieved the federal
goals of reducing errors to 3
per cent ineligible, 5 per cent
overpaid and 5 per cent un-
derpaid, he said.
Under the current schedule,
penalties against states will be
imposed this fall, HEW of-
ficials said.
Those facing penalties of
more than $1 million are New
York, almost $32 million;
Illinois, $16.4 million; Pen-
nsylvania, $11.9 million;
Michigan, $11.5 million; Ohio,
$8.7 million; Massachusetts,
$7.9 million; California, $5.8
.zninion;.Georgja.,..$5.6,,rnillion;
District of Columbia,. $3
million; Maryland, $2.5
million; Kentucky, $1.2
million; Maine, ;1.7 million;
Missouri, $1.8 million; New
Jersey, $1.6 million; and
Virginia. $1.3 million.
Ford And Reagan Close
Together On Tax Bills
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Ford and Ronald
Reagan have put to rest the
lament that there's not a
dime's worth of difference
between most politicians.
Their tax returns show there's
$414 difference.
/-) That's how much more
Money Reagan made than
Ford in 1975 when each
politician earned over
$250,000. Both their gross
income and their tax bills
were uncannily close.
In addition to earning a bit
less, Ford paid $3.84 more in
taxes than Reagan, who
released a terse tax statement
Monday.
Reagan said he paid $106,507
in combined federal, state and
local taxs on adjusted gross
income of $252,405.
Ford, in a detailed tax
statement issued April 20,
listed taxes amounting to
$106,510.84 on gross income of
$251,991, and taxable income
of $204,605.




presidential salary of $200,000
and his $50,000 expense ac-
count.
Reagan, a millionaire and
the wealthiest man in the 1976
presidential race, did not
break down the sources of his
income. But his press
secretary, James Lake, said
in West Virginia on Monday
night that the former
California governor earned
Pi1C1211 Of stocks al local Interest at each
today f unbind to the Ledger & Times by
IM Simon Co are as follows •
Industrial Avg +.79
Aired WI -Ye
Amer. Maori 574 +14
Ashland Oil . 25% -%
AT&T. 57% -%
Ford 57% -%
Gen Motors 25% +91
Gen lire 30% +%
Goodrich 25% A
Gulf Oil 2554 +4
Pennwalt 3354 tine
Quaker Oats 24% uric
Republic Steel 34% +54
Singer , 19% +1%
Tappan 10 +%
Western Union It +%
Zenith 3454 +%
PrIces of stock ot local Interest at noon
MT, today, rumbaed to the Ledger
Times by Full of lechigan, Carp Of
!Surrey, are as hollow
I.S Homes  . Stone
Kaufman & Broad 9 -kb
Ponderosa Systems 10 -%
Kimberly Clark 39% -%
Union Carbide 90%
W. R. Grace 2t uric
Texaco 27% -%
General Elec. 52.4
GAF Corp.. ......  15% unc
Georgia Pacific 53% +W
Pfizer 27% +44
Jim Walters 30N Ala
Kirsch 15% -%
Disney 54 +44
Franklin Mint 33% sac
much of the money through
speaking engagements, a
syndicated radio show and a
newspaper column.
"In addition to that he had
some other income from
business investments that
accrued over a period of
time," Lake said.
In February, Reagan, a
onetime movie star, said his
net worth was $1,455,571, with
most of his wealth invested in
real estate.
That showed in his five-line
tax statement Monday, which
revealed he paid $21,492 in
local property levies in ad-
dition to $65,756 in federal
taxes, $16,371 in state taxes
and $2,888 in miscellaneous
taxes.
The bulk of Ford's tax bill,
on the other hand, went to the
federal treasury. Ford paid
$94,568.93 in federal taxes. His
state and local tax bill was
$11,941.91.
Ford's net worth, as of last
Dec. 31, was $322,439.
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) -
Adroa Doran, president of
Morehead State University
since 1954, said he plans to
resign effective Jan. 1, 1977.
Doran's resignation comes
juSt a month after another
longtime university president,
Dr. Robert Martin of Eastern
Kentucky University, decided
to step down.
Doran, 66, made his
announcement Monday at a
board of regents meeting. The
regents accepted .....the
resignation "with regret" and
set a June 14 meeting to set up
the machinery for choosing a
successor.
Before coming to Morehead,
Doran served four terms in
the General Assembly and
became Speaker of the House
in 1950.
Some 21 per cent of the mo-
torcyclists in California. ac-
cording to National Automobile
Club statistics, are women, but
on a national scale 5 per cent
are women.
Arizona's Kitt Peak National
Observatory boasts the largest
solar telescope in the world.
Badger Pass in Yosega4te Na-
tional Park is the oldest skting
area in thy Sierra Nevada
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